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Episode 6 – “Bleeders” 
 
 
“It’s over here, Professor!” came the voice through the din of wind and snow. 
“I’m coming Colin. I’m not as fast in the blizzard as you. Wait for me,” pleaded the 
weary Professor, Tam Wilkinson, and Scottish expert on Ice Ages. He fought his way 
through the cold, howling, wind to keep up with Colin, his younger student and 
colleague.  
 
Colin wanted to rush ahead of the professor, who was only in his fifties, but to Colin’s 
twenty-five year-old mind, fifty was ancient. He purposely slowed his pace and stopped 
every so often to look back expectantly to see if the Wilkinson was keeping up. When the 
professor breathlessly made the distance, which was not very far in this snowstorm, Colin 
would continue forward.  
 
The two, Colin and Tam, along with a team of scientists working on weather projects, 
were in the Arctic to look for fossil evidence from Pleistocene Period. They had hoped 
but never expected for such a find, if indeed what Colin discovered was what it sounded 
like. Earlier that day, Colin had come across a rare find in the side of a glacier. He had 
been out scouting the side of a recently raised glacier that had been under the ice for ages. 
Now it was exposed, at least for a while. The area had been unstable. Global warming, 
still denied by some who had never been to the either of the poles, was evident here in 
summer and spring. Both seasons were lasting longer than before and getting several 
degrees warmer than ever before in recorded history. The Arctic was in danger of melting 
almost completely in a few decades. Paradoxically, the tragedy of the melting pole was 
also a boon to scientists looking for certain fossils long buried under the ice for centuries.  
 
At last they arrived at the edge of the glacier. It jutted above the ground unnaturally, and 
at times it made odd groaning sounds as if it were complaining about being exposed after 
so long being buried. It rose out of the frozen ground around it. Tam conjectured it had 



 
 

 
 
 

been, literally, pushed up from under the ground by the moving, melting, and refreezing 
ice. In effect, it had broken loose from a larger section of glacier, and when the ground 
shifted due to all the changes, it shoved this broken shard of ice above the ground level 
like an ice cube forced to the top of a drink because too much melting ice left no room for 
it elsewhere. Although it was nothing more than a shard of ice by glacier standards, to 
Tam and Colin it was a small mountain. They stopped and stared in amazement. 
 
“It’s breathtaking,” Tam exclaimed. 
“Should we tell the other scientists about it?” Colin asked concerned about sharing the 
discovery. 
“Perhaps…but not yet. They are meteorologists. We need the time to look into this before 
they start surrounding it with equipment,” Tam Wilkinson explained. He did not like 
hiding the discovery from the rest of the crew, but he knew his department was vastly 
outnumbered. They would take over the investigation of the ice-mountain for their own 
purposes and he and Colin could be deprived of a wonderful chance to find something of 
scientific value for their field. 
 
“Where is it?” Wilkinson asked. 
“On the far left side, almost around the corner,” replied Colin. “It’s just a trunk, or that’s 
all I can see in the ice, but there might be more inside.” 
 
The two made the short but time-consuming trek to the far end of the ice-mountain where 
they saw something dark frozen inside the ice. It was as Colin had described it to 
Wilkinson earlier. There was some mass, perhaps reddish-gray in color, and although the 
shape could not easily be determined, there was one appendage that could. It was a long 
and winding tendril of some creature. A part of the tendril came close to the edge of the 
ice. 
 
“Is that a trunk?” Tam asked rhetorically. He knew what it appeared to be, but he voiced 
his thoughts in the form of a question. 
”I think it has to be, Professor,” Colin responded with enthusiasm. “The trunk of a 
Woolly Mammoth.” 
 
Agreeing what had to be done, they worked as quickly as their rapidly freezing hands and 
feet allowed them. Wilkinson decided they should use their ice picks to cut away at the 
nearest piece of the Mammoth’s trunk, and take a sample. He would have loved nothing 
more than to take the whole creature, but it was impossible. Even had he the benefit of 
the entire team to help, they did not have the equipment to extricate the ages-old, frozen 
mammoth from the glacier, and time was a pressing factor. They did not know how long 
the piece of glacier, what they had been referring to as the ‘ice-mountain’, would remain 
above the surface. The ground had been making odd groaning and creaking noises the 
entire time they worked. Tam could not help but feel, unscientifically, that nature wanted 
to reclaim this ancient burial undisturbed by people. Tam Wilkinson was determined to 
take something of this magnificent creature that he could study. 
 



 
 

 
 
 

In time and with considerable effort, the two managed to get at the mammoth’s trunk – 
the piece that lay close to the ice. Getting a piece of the trunk presented its own problems. 
Colin thought they should simply take a tissue sample from the epidermal and dermal 
layer and analyze it using DNA. However, Tam wanted a cross-section of the trunk. He 
knew they were going to lose this opportunity in a matter of days, hours or minutes, so he 
brooked no objection from his younger colleague. He suspected that getting tissue from 
inside the trunk would bring better insight into the life of the mammoth. 
 
“Give me your pack,” Tam insisted. 
Colin was about to object. His fingers were going so numb he could no longer feel them 
and his nose ached from the cold. He opened his mouth to speak his unhappiness with 
this decision when he saw the look in Tam Wilkinson’s eyes. It was hard. 
“You can go back to base camp,” Tam said with disappointment in his voice, “but I had 
expected more fortitude from you, young student.” 
The disappointed father-figure act worked. Colin relented despite his misgivings. He 
handed Tam the pack from his back. Tam shuffled through it hastily throwing some 
things out into the snow until he saw what he wanted: a small hacksaw.  
 
Tam and Colin picked and knocked the ice away from the trunk until a section about 
three inches wide was exposed. The trunk was turned, so only this bend in the trunk was 
available. When he was satisfied with the opening into the ice, Tam brought up the saw 
and began sawing a sliver of the exposed trunk. It was as hard as the ice itself and 
initially Tam made little progress.  
 
The cold made them think of quicker methods, so Colin brought out his hunting knife – 
something he insisted on bringing to the Arctic over the professor’s objections. It proved 
useful after all. Colin made several hard cuts into the tissue of the trunk that left deep 
indentations. The effect was that Tam’s hacksaw now could bite into the trunk much 
easier. It still took them about an hour, but at last they had their cross-section. 
 
The two packed up most of their belongings, the sample of Mammoth trunk, and headed 
back to the base camp as fast as they could move. They were motivated by the worsening 
cold, but also by the excitement of looking at this sample. About one hundred yards from 
the ice-mountain, they heard and loud groan, a sharp crack, followed by a thunderous 
roar as the ice-mountain they had just been working on sank into a crevasse where they 
had just been standing. The glacier had indeed reclaimed the ice-mountain. Colin and 
Tam looked at each other in alarm and then relief. They had completed the objective with 
barely enough time to spare. They both could have died, but even with that thought in 
mind they were too excited about their new find to dwell on their close call with death. 
 
 
 

*********************************** 
 
They agreed they should keep their specimen a secret, at least for now. Not knowing 
what else to do with the specimen for the night, they wrapped it carefully in freezer 



 
 

 
 
 

paper, and wrote on the paper, “Walrus meat – Professor Wilkinson, do not eat.” Tam 
hoped the others would be deterred from cooking meat if they thought it was Walrus, and 
furthermore it might be an experiment. No one would want to eat that. Tam and Colin 
were in agreement about this, but that was about all.  
 
Shortly after arriving at the base camp, a dispute arose between the two colleagues over 
just when the others should be told.  
 
“Colin, we have to get this sample back to the States for examination. We don’t have all 
the equipment to properly analyze it here,” Tam Wilkinson argued. 
“I’m not disagreeing with you about that, Tam,” Colin was rigid and took a stance against 
his superior. “I’m saying we have to tell the others about this discovery before we just up 
and leave. It just is not right. I’m sure they will understand our need to get better 
equipment, but at minimum we owe them the truth. This is their expedition and we got 
here by their invitation,” Colin was resolved. In his heart he felt the professor knew he 
was right but was being selfish about the discovery because he once had a fellow 
colleague steal his work on a previous find. He understood how Tam Wilkinson felt, but 
he disagreed strongly about running out on them without explanation. 
 
For his part, Professor Wilkinson was a good man. He was guided by all the right virtues 
in life and he was usually very generous. His one weakness was disagreement – 
especially from people under him and his competitors. He saw this disagreement over 
what to do with the Woolly Mammoth sample as a betrayal by Colin, and when he felt 
betrayed, Tam could be petty and vindictive.  
 
Tam went red and then silent. He wanted to say more. He wanted to explode and curse at 
the younger man for his insolence, for his disloyalty as he saw it. He formed a plan. 
“Very well, have it your way, son,” Tam replied with a frosty tone. “Tomorrow we tell 
them and then we leave. Agreed?” 
“Aye, agreed,” Colin stood his ground. He was relieved the professor finally saw it his 
way. The two put the specimen in the freezer, parted, and went their separate ways to 
their rooms. 
 
Although they placed the wrapped cross-section of the mammoth’s trunk in the freezer, 
they had not noticed that a few tiny millimeters of the now-exposed inner tissues from the 
trunk had begun to thaw. Before it could completely refreeze, some fluid from the 
melting tissues drained out from the mammoth specimen, found a small hole in the 
freezer paper that was on the bottom side, and ran out into the freezer to the food 
compartment a level below. In all, just a few milliliters dripped out before it refroze. But 
several drops of fluid dripped directly onto an ice-cube tray. 
 

*********************************** 
 
It got dark early in the arctic and Tam was tired. It had been a long day. Even so, Tam 
was restless. He had no intention of letting the others get any credit for his mammoth 
discovery, and even if he had to strand his colleague here, he was leaving tonight with the 



 
 

 
 
 

specimen. He waited until 8 P.M. He intended to get to a nearby Denali military base. He 
had a personal friend at Denali Airport who he knew he could persuade him to fly him to 
Greenland where he could get transport back to the United States, and his laboratory in 
California. It was going to be a long night. At exactly 8 P.M., Tam took a small suitcase 
containing only his most needed possessions, and quietly walked out to the kitchen area 
of the base camp. He opened the freezer, took the specimen, which had been crammed 
near the back of the freezer so it could not be easily seen, and placed it in a small cooler. 
With the specimen in tow, Tam Wilkinson took off in the night, borrowing a base camp 
snowmobile and drove to Denali to get his plane ride. 
 
 
Colin awoke from his sleep with a start. He had gone to bed immediately after their 
return and argument, and had not been able to get the disagreement out of his mind, 
despite his exhaustion. He slept on and off for several hours before sitting up in his cot.  
“Perhaps I was too insistent. Maybe I should go knock on his door and apologize. I bet he 
sees my insistence as disloyalty,” thought Colin. The thoughts raced through his mind 
and prevented him from returning to restful sleep. He looked at the clock. It was only 9 
P.M. at night. He could still catch the professor awake. First he wanted something to 
clear his parched throat. He headed for the kitchen. 
 
When he came to the kitchen, there were a group of meteorologists and base camp 
personnel playing poker at the kitchen table.  
 
“Hey, Colin, why don’t you join us in a hand? We need all the money we can get,” joked 
one of the men Colin had come to know. Colin thought about going to see the professor 
first. The idea of apologizing to the cantankerous “old” man for what Colin again felt was 
the correct decision, or having a drink and playing a few hands of poker with the guys, 
left little ambiguity for resolution. He chose to have a drink and play a few hands of 
cards. He could try to talk to the professor in the morning. He had no idea, and neither 
did any of the others, that Tam Wilkinson left almost an hour ago. 
 
Colin poured Scotch over ice and sat down at the card table. He drank his drink, played 
cards, and had fun with the guys. He liked this crew of Americans, they knew how to 
relax and have fun, especially the base camp personnel. They had been stationed there so 
long they did this almost every night just to keep sane. The isolation of the Arctic could 
be overwhelming without good companionship. Colin not only played well, he was 
winning. 
 
“Ah, the Brit wins again!” teased Ben Peters, a big and burly sort with a genial nature. 
Ben was an American with a friendly disposition, and a bad poker face. He kept people 
from reading his emotions by making jokes and getting drinks. This night, he drank more 
than usual and yet he could not quench his thirst. 
 
“I told you before Ben, I’m not a ‘Brit’, I’m a Scot,” Colin admonished. 
“What’s the difference? Unless you’re Irish you’re a Brit to me,” Ben replied with a 
laugh. 



 
 

 
 
 

 
Colin was about to come back with a clever retort about Americans when he heard liquid 
being poured over the table to his left. He looked up and saw a quiet man named Jerry 
sitting bolt upright, his face deathly pale and a flow of red blood coming out of his nose 
and mouth spilling onto the table with a splash. 
“Jerry! Jesus, you are bleeding bad! What’s wrong?” Ben said, his voice 
uncharacteristically high in tone with alarm. 
The others looked over and people began dashing from the table as fast as they could 
move. Jerry looked up at them, but he offered no explanation or even a sign of coherence.  
Colin had some medical training but he had never seen anything like this. He got up 
quickly from his seat at the table to offer assistance to the stricken man.  Before he got to 
him, Jerry violently convulsed – just once. They all stopped in their tracks, eyes fixed on 
Jerry. Jerry looked up at Colin; his eyes were turning blood red now.  
“I don’t feel so good,” he managed to say without much emotion. Before anyone could 
respond, he shuddered and lurched forward, his head hit the table facedown as a pool of 
bright red blood began to form in a circle around his head. 
 
“Shit!” Ben cried out, standing up. 
What’s wrong with him!?” asked another. 
“I don’t know! He’s bleeding from his eyes too!” Colin shouted over the tumult. 
They backed away from the table, sensing something more was wrong. No one moved for 
several seconds. Then Ben put his hands to his nose and wiped. A trickle of blood began 
to drip from his nose. Colin was transfixed with fear. Something terrible was happening, 
but he could not comprehend what. 
“I’m bleedin’ too, now!” Ben cried out, and as he spoke, blood came out of his mouth, 
eyes, and ears. At first the flow was a steady drip but rapidly it increased to a flow and 
then a gush. With a scream of fear and panic Ben bellowed and then fell to the ground 
into a terrible seizure. Colin felt the world had gone mad. He felt perhaps he had gone 
insane, but the horror just kept coming. Soon, most of the others that had been seated at 
the table drinking and playing cards started bleeding from their noses, mouths, eyes and 
even ears. One man was clearly bleeding from his rectum, for when he fell to the ground 
the back his pants were stained with his blood. 
 
Colin was the last man in the room not bleeding, but he began feeling strange too. At first 
he thought it was from the shock of it all. He soon realized he was having trouble 
thinking, and even moving. He was suddenly very thirsty and hot, followed very quickly 
be a feeling of weariness, and a strange euphoria. Despite the carnage around him, he sat 
down on his chair near the bloody card table. He felt something warm on his hands. 
When he looked, he saw blood dripping on them. His mind felt incapable of doing 
anything but watching. The dripping became an increasing stream and then and only then 
did it register in his befuddled brain that it was his blood. The stream of blood turned into 
a torrent, but before Colin passed out and went into a convulsion that would end his life, 
he looked to the glass of scotch and the ice cubes within. Intuitively he understood, “It 
was on the ice cubes…” he thought before darkness overtook him. 
 



 
 

 
 
 

No one at the base camp was spared the sudden sickness. Whatever it was, it was very 
contagious and by early the next morning, the entire base contained only the bloodless 
dead. 
 
 

*********************************** 
 
 
 
 
Things at Paranormal Investigations had finally slowed to a crawl. It had not been so in 
the past five months, however. The winter for the companions was a busy season. They 
had helped in a number of cases, had more than their share of wild goose chases, usually 
revolving around alleged ‘hauntings’ that almost always turned out to be rattling pipes, 
creaking doors and unexplained breezes that were due to open windows that the owners 
swore had been shut previously. There had been actual cases as well, and some of these 
had been resolved with a bit of scientific inquiry and work. Although they were doing 
very well, business had slowed over the past month, almost to a trickle. It was during the 
hard times like these the companions started actively searching for cases outside their 
local area. It was becoming clear to all of them that eventually, they were going to need 
to travel some distance to certain cases, and that meant airfare and expenses. Luckily, 
their capital over the past few months allowed them to save up for traveling. They just 
had to take that step.  
 
Things had changed most in living arrangements. Natassia, now fully recovered from her 
terrible ordeal at the Nob Hill mansion in October, had moved in with Nick full time 
now. She found sleeping alone too much to bear during her recovery. Her physical 
wounds healed well. She rarely cried about the horrors she suffered, and Nick was 
concerned that she was holding back her emotions, which she denied. She wore a cast for 
her arm for about seven weeks, and her cuts, bruises and scraps had all healed – all 
except the one on her upper forehead. It remained a permanent scar. It did not detract 
from her appearance, and Natassia seemed to take pride in it for reasons of her own. Nick 
had offered her a chance to get plastic surgery for the 2-inch scar, but she rejected the 
offer. It had little affect on her personality, if any. What did change was her need for 
Nick’s company at night. She had night terrors and occasional dreams of things too awful 
to dwell on, and when she tried to go home to her own apartment to sleep, they got 
worse. The solitude reminded her of the time in that awful house. So she moved in with 
Nick permanently. Nick was quite pleased that she took comfort in being around him so 
often now, but he was also concerned these dreams and night terrors would never go 
away.  
 
She was about to get out of her lease and move everything in with Nick when the 
unexpected happened. The previous week, Buzz and Lorna had a terrible fight, which 
ended with Lorna moving out of Buzz’s apartment, and moving back with Natassia, an 
arrangement Natassia made with Lorna last year. When Lorna was with Buzz, she rarely 
ever stayed there, which suited Natassia just fine. She liked Lorna, but Lorna could be 



 
 

 
 
 

difficult to live with at times. Now that she and Buzz appeared to be over as a couple, 
Lorna was a full-time roommate with Natassia. Although Natassia was rarely in her 
apartment any longer, she could ill afford to keep paying the rent and not use it. For now, 
Lorna was still paying her half of the rent, but Natassia knew that arrangement could not 
last much longer. 
 
That morning the whole crew was at the office working on paperwork. Buzz stayed 
mostly in the back rooms working on various projects, and doing maintenance. He was 
not upset that they used him for the menial work. Buzz took a very philosophical 
approach to it. Without him, he explained, the whole building would come crashing down 
and they would all be without jobs. He felt this was his calling as much as helping out 
with the cases. He was a jack-of-all-trades, and he liked it that way. For her part, Lorna 
had taken to reworking the company web site and it suited her talents very well. 
Machines she understood and with them she excelled. People – they were a different 
story. She worked in the front side office, far away as she could get from Buzz. Nick and 
Natassia generally manned the front office stations where they could work at their 
individual desks, and also meet and greet any customers who walked in. The whole front 
interior of Paranormal Investigations was an open area with several office-desks situated 
facing the doors and windows of the street. It was not unlike the setup inside a bank 
where there is a large walk-in area and several desks placed opposite the entrance. The 
desks were not up high or surrounded by barriers like those of a bank, however. The 
doors that led to the back rooms were blocked off so that customers would not just walk 
into the back. It was a very functional and inviting office area. 
 
“Did you ever find out what they are fighting about?” Natassia asked Nick, that morning. 
“No. I’ve tried asking, but he is very evasive about the whole subject. He just says she is 
overreacting and that she, these are his words, ‘needs to get over herself’” Nick 
explained.  
 
The only thing I can get from Lorna is that Buzz is a pig, and slithers like a snake,” 
Natassia paraphrased. “Whatever it is, I bet it is over a woman,” Natassia concluded. 
Nick stopped working on his computer and looked at Natassia. 
“Why do you say that? Have you seen him with another woman?” Nick was curious.  
“No, but when women refer to men as animals: pigs, dogs, snakes, they are usually mad 
about a woman, or women,” Natassia imparted feminine wisdom. Nick found her insights 
highly accurate, even if he did not understand them, or from where they came. 
“Huh. I’m sure he would have told me if there was another woman,” Nick countered. 
“But he doesn’t want to talk about, right?” Natassia replied. 
“No, he doesn’t. I keep offering to listen but he won’t budge,” Nick commented. 
“That means he is too embarrassed to tell his best friend about the new woman,” Natassia 
concluded. 
“What? I –“ Nick started to protest for his friend when Buzz came walking into the room. 
 
“What’s up guys?” Buzz asked innocently. 
“We were talking about your new girlfriend,” Natassia teased truthfully. 



 
 

 
 
 

“New girlfriend? I don’t know what you are talking about!” Buzz objected strongly, but 
turned eight shades of red and purple as he did. 
“See?” Natassia offered his reaction as evidence. 
Nick looked at his friend with concern, and a little surprise.  
“Buzz, we have been friends for how long now?” 
“I dunno, Nicky. Five, six years?” Buzz said. 
 
“Close enough. Look, Lorna is busy in her office and can’t hear us. What’s going on? Is 
there a new woman? If you tell me maybe I can help you two,” Nick offered again, this 
time with more urgency. Natassia had forced Nick to open his eyes in regard to the 
possibility that there may be another woman. Now he wanted to know for sure.  
“Look Buzz, I know you said you don’t want to talk about it. But look at it from my 
perspective. You two are my – our – friends. You aren’t talking to each other except to 
ignore each other and this is going on for a week at least?” 
“Ten days, three hours and uh, forty-seven minutes,” Buzz corrected, glancing at his 
watch. 
“So, you do care,” Natassia probed. 
“We have to work together at the office, and you two being in this constant state of…this 
state of…” Nick struggled for the right words. 
 
“Pissed off anger and denial,” Natassia offered without ever looking up from her monitor. 
Nick shot her a look. “That isn’t helping, dear,” he stated. 
“Well? I mean we do have a business to run here and with you and Lorna wearing the 
boxing gloves one minute and hiding from each other the next, it is hard for all of us. So 
what’s the what, Buzz?” Natassia stopped working and peered at Buzz over her glasses. 
 
“It isn’t exactly like what you are thinking,” Buzz started. “It’s complicated and 
confusing. Hell, I’m confused and it’s my life.”  
“Can you tell us about it?” Nick asked. “We aren’t here to judge you,” he added with a 
pointed look at Natassia.  
Natassia raised her hands in submission. “I’m not judging. I just want to help, too.” 
 
“It’s just that it is on a need to know basis. I know there is something you want to know, 
but I can’t know what you think you know when you don’t know what I know. And I 
can’t know to pretend not to know because I do know. You know?” Buzz answered 
without answering. 
 
Nick and Natassia’s eyes glazed over for a second as they tried to comprehend what to 
Buzz made perfect sense. 
“No, I don’t know” Nick replied. 
 
“Maybe you two need some man-time to talk this out. I’ll go see how Lorna is doing. 
And don’t worry, Buzz. I’m not going to let on that I know that you know what you think 
we know but don’t know. Oh, hell. I don’t know anything anyway,” Natassia said then 
started to leave the room to check on Lorna. 



 
 

 
 
 

“That actually made sense. I should be worried,” Nick mumbled as Natassia got up from 
her chair.   
“No, stay Natassia. Maybe I need a female perspective,” Buzz said, defeated. 
It was the last thing Natassia expected him to say. She was stunned. 
“Okay. I’ll stay,” Natassia said. “But I really should check on Lorna soon. She hasn’t 
spoken all morning.”  
“Go on, Buzz” Nick encouraged. This was the first breakthrough they had made 
concerning the Buzz-Lorna feud all week. 
“It’s Kandy,” Buzz stated simply. 
“You are hungry now?” Natassia questioned. 
“Kandy, with a ‘K’, is a woman,” Buzz clarified. 
“Kandy? Who’s that?” Nick asked, fearing to hear the reply. 
“Remember that haunted apartment that you sent Madam Rochelle and I to investigate 
about two weeks ago?” Buzz questioned. 
 
“The so-called haunting that turned out to be a cat,” Natassia recalled. 
“Yeah. It was her cat. It got in her walls somehow. Had a hell of a time getting that thing 
out of the walls. The thing meowed in the walls and the sound reverberated around so she 
thought she was haunted,” Buzz got sidetracked. 
“And Kandy?” Nick brought them back on track. 
“Well, she sort of took a liking to me,” Buzz said as his face flushed. 
“And you returned her flirtation?” Natassia asked. 
“I guess. I do that with all women. It never usually works,” Buzz trailed off momentarily. 
“You see she has a very demanding job,” he added awkwardly. 
“Alright. I’m not sure where this is going, but what does Kandy do?” Natassia asked. 
“She works at the Pink Pussycat Lounge,” Buzz added one small tidbit at a time. 
“Isn’t that a strip club?” Nick asked knowing the answer. 
 
“It’s an adult themed, entertainment club which caters to male clientele,” Buzz said, 
proud that he remembered the politically correct description. 
“A strip club,” Natassia sighed. “And she isn’t a waitress, is she?” 
 
“We aren’t here to judge…” Buzz reminded them of Nick’s words. 
 
“No, we aren’t judging,” Nick said, wondering how Natassia was going to avoid judging 
if this conversation was going where he was expecting it to go. 
“So she is a stripper?” Nick asked, fearing the answer. 
“She’s an exotic dancer – that’s the preferred term – and she was having some problem at 
the club with a guy,” Buzz explained. “A stalker.” 
“So you rescued the damaged-damsel-in-distress from her…stalker?” Natassia 
questioned. Her eyebrows rose as she spoke the sentence, and her posture changed from 
supportive to skeptical. 
“Ahem,” Nick interjected a sound, then added, “You just helped her the one time, and 
then left, correct? And how did Lorna find out about this?” 
“I don’t think that’s the point,” Natassia interrupted. “You are still seeing her aren’t 
you?” 



 
 

 
 
 

“I uh, I am not ‘seeing’ her in the way you mean, Nat. And yes, she asks me to come to 
her performances for her safety. He still shows up from time to time. I swear that’s all. 
Lorna saw her pic on my cell when she called,” Buzz explained. “Now she thinks I’m 
cheating on her with Kandy.” 
 
Natassia was silent for moment and so was Nick, but for very different reasons. Nick was 
trying to think of a way to get his friend out of this situation, while Natassia was throwing 
proverbial cold water on her temper. 
 
“Look, give me her name and I’ll go to the club and talk to her and find out about this 
stalker,” Nick concluded. It was the only thing he could think to do. 
“Oh, no you don’t!” Natassia said forcefully. “When you and Buzz went to that Casino 
last year and saw all those barely dressed girls, you had dreams for weeks, remember?” 
Natassia was adamant. 
“Honey, you promised not to mention that to anyone – ever, remember?” Nick pleaded. 
“And then you asked me to dress up as a showgirl that one night afterwards!” Natassia 
was traveling down bad-memory lane. 
“Discretion, please?” Nick asked as he blushed beet red. 
Instinctively, Buzz started laughing. “You asked her to dress up as one of those 
showgirls, Nicky? That’s too funny,” Buzz was the only one who found it funny, 
however. 
“I’ll go to the Pink Pussycat Lounge and talk to Kandy – What’s her last name?” Natassia 
demanded. 
“Kane, also with a ‘K’” Buzz added with a weak smile. 
“Kandy Kane!?” Natassia was getting riled up. “Does she have red and white strips down 
her body and a hook for a neck?” 
“Again with the judging…” Buzz reminded her. 
“I’ll do this for you Buzz, but I swear men are all DOGS!” Natassia nearly shouted the 
last part then stormed into the back room. 
 
“I thought I was a pig, snake-man,” Buzz murmured. 
“Consider it a step up,” Nick deadpanned. “Meanwhile, I think you have some fence 
mending to do with someone.” 
“I know, and I want to mend fences, but I can’t seem to talk to her about anything,” Buzz 
added.  
“Well, it might help when you stop going to see Kandy dance, um, exotically, every other 
night,” Nick reasoned. 
“Yeah, I guess you’re right.  I’m sure going to miss Kandy Kane working her pole. Just 
thinking about it sort of works mine,” Buzz added wistfully. 
“That would definitely be one of the things you should never, ever mention again,” Nick 
suggested. 
 
 

*********************************** 
 



 
 

 
 
 

Professor Wilkinson arrived back at his office in Berkeley, California outside of the San 
Francisco Bay area. He had been working with the University since he left Aberdeen 
University three years before. Once inside his laboratory and office, he made a mad dash 
to the specimen freezer, took the mammoth specimen out of the cooler and placed it in 
the freezer.  
 
He was mentally and physically exhausted. The flight from the Arctic to Greenland, then 
to New York and finally to San Francisco took over 25 hours, most of it just to get 
booked on short notice. More than anything else he wanted to get samples from the 
specimen and examine them right away. He thought about staying awake to get started, 
but as he sat as his desk checking his email he started doze. He came to with a jolt as his 
head slid off his supporting hand, and knew he must get some sleep first. With a sigh of 
regret he headed for his assistant’s office down the hall. He managed a half-dozen people 
from the Biology and Paleontology departments, and he assigned his most trusted 
assistants the task of creating two-dozen slides of the mammoth tissue, inside and out. He 
would return in the early morning to analyze the results. 
 
The six assistants worked overnight to get the slides done correctly for Professor 
Wilkinson. His students and assistants worked hard, not out of love for the moody 
professor, but because he was the best at what he did. He would demand the best and so 
they gave him their best. It was late in the night when Mary, one of his assistants, started 
to notice her concentration dropping. She made a trip to refrigerator for another soda, 
where she discovered she drank her entire supply. Suddenly she felt very hot, lightheaded 
and tired. She ascribed her fatigue to overwork, and tried to resume making the slides. 
They were about halfway complete when she heard something fall in the room next to 
her.  
 
“Dan, what was that?” she called out without taking her eyes off the slides. 
When only a shuffling sound came as a reply, Mary took off her glasses, rubbed her tired 
eyes and walked to the lab next door to hers.  
“What’s going on over here? If I find you drinking beer at night again, there is going to 
be hell to pay,” Mary spoke as she entered the room. 
When she walked into the room she did not see anyone, until she heard a sound of 
commotion coming from the floor near the washbasin. Mary looked down and saw Dan, 
and four other lab technicians lying on the floor, each in a large circle of their own blood. 
The one named Dan was still moving, but the others were white as chalk and still as 
death. It appeared than they literally bled to death from every orifice on the bodies. The 
sight was awful and horrifying. Dan was moving because his body was convulsing with 
tremendous spasms. The impact of the sight forced a scream from Mary’s mouth. It was a 
strained and unnatural scream – one that came from a primordial fear of blood and death, 
and not from reason or understanding.  
 
Mary controlled her deepening fear long enough to cry out to Dan, and to attempt 
assisting him. Dan was beyond helping. He opened his eyes for a second as the 
convulsions let go, finally, but all that his fleeting life let him do was to whisper two 
words, then die.  



 
 

 
 
 

“The slides!” Dan managed to say as a gush of bright red liquid came out of his mouth 
with the words. His eyes remained open staring at Mary, but his features were contorted 
and unnatural. The pains of his last moments were etched on his face. 
 
“Dan! No,” Mary cried. “The slides?” she said to herself, the understanding coming on 
slowly. “Oh, no.” 
 
Mary had been working on slides herself. The slides she was working on were from the 
epidermal layer of the mammoth trunk. Dan and the others were working on the internal 
layers of the cross-section. Mary ran back to her office as it dawned on her that 
something was in the mammoth’s tissue – something old, and contagious. She tried to 
think what she could do. She ran to the sink and washed her hands, crying the whole time 
she scrubbed. She did not want to die. She was still young, and had so much life left to 
live. When she finished washing, she ran for the door to the lab. She opened it knowing 
that if she were also infected, she would be taking the contagion with her. Mary stopped 
suddenly. She slammed the lab door shut and put her back to it, crying. She could not 
leave and take this with her. She waited to see if a horrible death would claim her too, 
and in short order, it started. 
 
Mary did not know she was bleeding from her nose at first. Like any common nosebleed, 
she did not feel anything. It was only when she felt warm wet liquid dripping on her 
blouse and chest that she knew she had it too. Panic started almost immediately, and she 
ran to the back office to use the telephone. However, she was also becoming disoriented. 
By the time Mary got to the telephone, she left a trail of ever increasing blood flow on the 
floor. As she reached out for the phone of the desk, she fell to her knees. Blood began to 
literally pour from her face. Every opening on her bled and within seconds, Mary knew 
she would die. As she fell down, waiting for death the claim her, she scrawled something 
on the desk nearby with her own blood. 
 
 

*********************************** 
 

 
 
Natassia went to the Pink Pussycat Lounge early the next morning. She dreaded going in 
a place like this, but she promised to help Buzz and help she would. She walked up to the 
doorway but there was a big bouncer at the front entrance. 
 
“Whadduya want, lady?” the man spoke in barely recognizable English. It was not that 
the man was foreign; he was just a big, dumb brut of a man hired for his intimidating size 
and strength and not for his intelligence, or articulation. He stared at her blankly. 
 
“I’m here to speak to Kandy Kane,” Natassia told him. 
“You a friend?” he asked. 
“I’m a friend of a friend. May I go in now?” she asked. 



 
 

 
 
 

“Nah. I mean I guess ya could, lady, but she ain’t here yet. The club ain’t even open at 
dis time of da morning,” the bouncer replied. As he spoke, he began eyeing Natassia, and 
not just her face. 
“Oh, it is a bit early for your customers. I’m guessing not many men come here until they 
are ready to get drunk and stare at the dancers. I guess the debauchery happens later on,” 
Natassia replied caustically. She did not mean to be insulting, but the whole idea of strip 
clubs made her indignant. She felt the women inside were exploited victims of typical 
male brutish behavior, and although she would not describe herself as a feminist, she was 
beginning the think like one more than she expected.  
“Huh?” the man looked at her blankly. 
“Sorry. Could I speak to the owner then? At least while I’m here I could get some 
information about her stalker,” Natassia reasoned. As she talked to the bouncer he began 
circling her, and looking her over from every angle. “Excuse me, what are you doing?” 
“I’m thinking. You want to talk to boss? He might need good reason. He don’t like to be 
disturbed,” he replied. 
“Your thinking reminds me a lot of rude staring,” Natassia hinted. But hinting was lost on 
this man. 
“You got nice, tiny, tight body. Good ass, pretty face. Men like that. You want to talk to 
boss to become a dancer?” he asked. 
 
“No, er, yes. I want to be a dancer. That’s my life’s ambition,” Natassia lied and smiled a 
pretty smile at the bouncer. 
“Follow me,” the man grunted and escorted Natassia into, as she deemed it, the den of 
inequity.  
 
It was not as she expected, however. The site was clean, the three dancing stages, 
complete with stripper poles, were arranged around the lounge, and a large bar was at one 
end. The place looked well designed and Natassia’s first impression of a dark, seedy, 
smoke-filled pit was thrown out the window. It was very pink inside, befitting the name 
of the club. There were pink lights around one of the stages, and there were neon 
pussycats on the walls. Other than the tacky aspect, it was a pleasurable looking place – 
for men, Natassia thought. Soon she was taken to an office up on the second floor. 
 
“Manny, dis lady wants to talk to ya about being a dancer,” the bouncer said. “Good luck, 
I hope ya gets da job,” he whispered to her as he left the room. 
“Thanks,” was all Natassia could think to say. 
“So, let me look at youz.” Manny said in a distinctly New Jersey accent. “Turn around,” 
Manny instructed. 
“Mr. …” Natassia realized she did not know the man’s last name. 
“Just Manny,” he replied.  
“Manny, I’m here to find out some information about a man that has been seen following 
one of your dancers,” Natassia tried to explain quickly.  
“Why? You a cop?” Manny asked in irritation. 
“No, not police. I’m work for an agency that investigates…unusual cases, and one of our 
employees, Buzz, that’s his name, helped one of your dancers recently and she said –“  
“Buzz, you say?” Manny asked about the name. 



 
 

 
 
 

“Yes, but I haven’t finished telling you why –“ she was cut short again. 
“Oh, you are Buzz’s girlfriend. I have to say; I didn’t think he could land a looker like 
you. Good for Buzz. Yeah, Buzz and I have become good pals lately. He sits at the bar 
and shoots the breeze with me whenever Kandy works,” Manny volunteered. “He makes 
sure that creep don’t show up and bother her. Know what I mean?” Manny explained, 
partially.  
 
“I’m not sure,” Natassia was getting confused. “You know Buzz?” 
“Sure, like I said, he and I are pals,” Manny answered. “If you want me to answer any 
more questions, you’re gonna have to turn around. And take off that jacket. It hides your 
ass.”  
“I think I have to explain something,” Natassia started to come clean about who she was 
and why she was here. She was beginning to feel uncomfortable. 
“Youz can do your explaining while you turn around, alright sweetheart?” Manny 
instructed. 
Natassia bit her lip and did as Manny asked. She was fully dressed in a shirt and pair of 
slacks, how much could he see? She needed to find out who the stalker might be so she 
could help Kandy, and therefore help Buzz. 
“Nice, very nice. And you got that whole exotic Asian, er Latino, er, what are you, 
sweetheart?” Manny got confused over her mixed heritage, as so many did. 
“I’m Natassia, not ‘sweetheart’ and I’m multiracial – it’s complicated. Look, Manny,” 
she softened her tone, “I really need to talk to Kandy about some private stuff, can you 
arrange that for me?” Natassia was trying to be very polite but felt she was failing at it. 
 
“Did you come here for a dancing job or to pump me and my people for information, 
Natassia?” Manny came straight to the point. “Because you got in here asking to be a 
dancer, so are you wanting to dance, or not?” 
 
Natassia was about to tell Manny where to put his job offer, when she asked out of 
curiosity, “How much do you pay?” 
 
 

*********************************** 
 
Lorna was working on the company web site when Buzz came into her office. 
“What do you want?” she asked, coldly. 
“Uh, hi. I mean that looks really good…really good,” Buzz was sincere. If there was one 
thing that came to Lorna naturally, it was computers. She had completely redesigned the 
initial web site Natassia put together when they first opened Paranormal Investigations 
(Para.I.). She added a message board so people could ask questions, post suggestions and 
in general, discuss the odd things they felt might be happening in their lives. It allowed 
people communication with the companions of Para.I. and it actually helped the 
companions decide which case was legit and who was just paranoid or superstitious. It 
became a draw to the sight, which was getting a large volume of visitors. She renamed 
the site, The Paranormal News Network (PNN for short), and then she started 
incorporating paranormal news stories from around the world. That drew even more 



 
 

 
 
 

people, some just to read, and others to chat. Lorna was a whiz with web sites and she 
made the site look so professional she got for job offers to make other company’s web 
sites, which she turned down. 
 
“What do you want, Buzz?” Lorna repeated. 
“I wanted to see if we could talk,” Buzz said softly. 
“I’ll only talk to you about business at work, Buzz. I’m not in the mood to talk to you 
outside of work at all,” Lorna concluded. 
Buzz sighed. This was the same answer he had been getting all week. Then he noticed an 
odd story that Lorna had added to the site. 
“What’s that new story you added about?” he asked. The headline was certainly a 
grabber. 
“Fourteen People Dead In Arctic Base,” read the title.  
“Investigators yesterday said that 14 members of an Arctic base camp near the Military 
Base at Denali, were found dead inside their camp of some mysterious cause,” Buzz 
began to read the story aloud. “Sources do not yet know what killed all the members of 
the expedition and personnel, but it has been confirmed that all of them died from a 
complete loss of blood. Homicide has so far been ruled out,” Buzz finished reading 
aloud. 
“Is this story true?” he asked. 
“I don’t know, Buzz. It was making the rounds of other paranormal and mystery web 
sites so I thought we should add it too,” Lorna explained. “I don’t know much else about 
it.” 
“Scary,” Buzz replied. “I wonder what caused them to bleed to death all at once,” he 
commented absently. 
“Buzz, I appreciate you trying to talk about work with me, but I’m just not in the mood to 
talk to you right now. I have work to do. Do you mind leaving?” she asked bluntly. 
 
Buzz tried to talk to Lorna several times more that morning, but each time he was met 
with silence or a harsh rebuke. He tried telling her about how he knew the woman, and 
that he was just trying to help her out, but nothing worked. After over an hour of trying, 
he gave up and came out to the front of Paranormal Investigations. 
 
“Any luck?” Nicked asked. He did not have to explain what he was asking about. 
“None. Where’s a good luck ring when you need one?” Buzz commented about the 
cursed ring they came across last September. 
 
“Maybe you need to give it time. I’m sure that once Natassia has worked out some 
arrangement with Kandy, Lorna will feel much better about the whole thing,” Nick tried 
to reassure his friend. 
“I sure hope so. I don’t know how more ways I can say I’m sorry,” Buzz admitted. He 
looked mentally exhausted. 
 
Nick’s office phone rang suddenly, startling them both a little. Nick let out a small 
chuckle, looked at Buzz, and then picked up the phone. 



 
 

 
 
 

“Paranormal Investigations, this is Nick speaking, how can we help you today?” he said 
for what seemed like the ten-thousandth time since they opened. 
“Nick? Is that you?” came a female voice at the other end of the line. Her voice seemed 
familiar but he could not place it. 
“Yes, this is Nick Reese. Who is this?” Nick asked. 
“Nick, oh good, you are there. I was afraid someone else might answer the phone before I 
could get you. This is Bettina Corrales. Do you remember me?” she asked. 
Nick’s mind whirled. Of course he remembered Bettina. She was not easy to forget. As 
he recalled, she had been a little flirtatious with him when they had the MRSA case last 
summer, and it caused more than a few problems with his girlfriend, Natassia. However, 
she had helped them solve the case. 
“Bettina, from the CDC? Of course I remember you,” Nick paused trying to find the right 
thing to say. “How are you?” 
“I haven’t got time for pleasantries, Nick. I need your help – your whole team too,” she 
added. The addition of the whole team in her request underscored her sincerity in needing 
their help. From what Nick remembered of the way she and Natassia got along last time, 
she would not start a flirtation with an invitation to his whole team, especially Natassia.  
“What’s the problem, Bettina?” Nick asked with concern. 
Buzz, standing near Nick, overheard the name Bettina. 
“Uh oh,” Buzz commented. “Trouble.” 
Nick heard Buzz’s comment and he decided to put her call on speakerphone so Buzz (and 
Lorna, if she came into the room) could all hear what was being said. “Let me put you on 
speakerphone so Buzz can hear you too,” he explained. He pushed the button. “Go ahead, 
Bettina.” 
“Hi everyone,” Bettina started out. She was not aware that Natassia and Lorna were not 
listening. 
“Listen, I’ve got a real bad situation up here,” she started, apparently a bit distraught. 
“Where are you?” Nick asked. 
“University of California, Berkeley, a few hours drive from your location in Greendale.” 
“Yes, I’m familiar with the area. Natassia was in the area a few months back on a case. 
What’s going on at the university?” Nick questioned. 
“Something terrible. There are six university employees from the Biology and 
Paleontology departments dead in a laboratory. It’s a real bad scene, Nick. They...they’ve 
bled to death all over the floors and we don’t know what’s causing it,” Bettina said a bit 
breathless. She seemed shaken. 
“Who called in the CDC?” Nick asked. 
“My superiors put me on the case. From what I understand, the department head, one 
Professor Tam Wilkinson, contacted them. Apparently he came into work this morning 
and found all of them like that. He’s pretty shaken up,” Bettina explained. 
“You suspect a pathogen?” Nick queried. He was still unclear what this had to do with 
Para.I.  
“There’s more going on. I’m not sure, but I think that professor knows more than he is 
telling me. He suspects a pathogen and I have to investigate it,” Bettina replied. 
“Bettina, I’m not clear how we can help out with this one. Maybe if you find out more 
information…” Nick’s words were interrupted. 



 
 

 
 
 

“Bettina? This is Buzz. Can you tell me about how the people died?” Buzz inquired 
forcefully. Normally, Buzz would leave the science to the others, but he had a hunch. 
“Hi Buzz. I can only tell you that they were six employees, some were grad students too, 
and they were preparing slides ordered by Professor Wilkinson the night before. 
Something caused them all to bleed to death in what looks like a matter of minutes. There 
is blood everywhere. It looks like they lost all of their blood! He thinks the samples they 
were making have something to do with it. I don’t know what though. He seems to be 
hiding something. I feel like I could use your assistance – all of you,” she repeated her 
earlier request. 
Nick looked at Buzz curiously. “Buzz, what do you suspect?” 
“I think you should take a look at our web site. You too, Bettina. I’ll give you the 
address. Something like this happened yesterday in the Arctic,” Buzz stated. 
“The Arctic?” Bettina sounded astonished. “That professor told me he just flew in from 
an expedition in the Arctic!” 
“Okay, we are on our way, Bettina. I’m not sure who is coming up yet. Someone has to 
stay here, but give me your number and I’ll get back to you when I know when we will 
get there and who is coming up…besides me,” he added. 
“Okay, thanks Nick, and all. I really appreciate this,” Bettina responded then hung up her 
phone. Nick switched off the speakerphone. 
 
“When Natassia finds out you are going up there to help out Bettina, she’s going to go 
nuclear,” Buzz advised.  
“I think she will see this is serious. I’m going to ask her to go with me though so there is 
no concern. Can you and Lorna handle the office together? How is that going?” Nick 
asked. 
“Not good. It’s like talking to a brick wall. Only you get more from a wall,” Buzz joked, 
but not feeling very funny. 
“Sorry, maybe when this is over…” Nick started to say more when his cell phone rang. 
He reached into his pocket and took out the phone. It was Natassia. “I’ve got to take 
this.”  
Buzz nodded. 
“Hi hon, how’s the interview going with Kandy?” he asked. 
 
“Nick? I’ve got something to tell you that you might not like,” Natassia replied. 
“Oh? I’ve got something to tell you too,” he responded. 
“Okay, you go first,” Natassia requested. 
“We may have a very big case up at Berkeley. Bettina Corrales just called and there may 
be a very serious contagion at the university – several deaths were involved and it looks 
like something serious,” he finished and waited for her response. It wasn’t long in 
coming. 
“Bettina Corrales again? Why does she call you every time she’s in trouble?” Natassia 
asked. 
“Hon, I know how you feel, but this is the real deal. She wants to whole ‘team’ as she put 
it, to come up. I want you to come especially and for many reasons. You have nothing to 
worry about. This really is just a case. Lives are at risk and this is what we do, right?” 
Nick said, making his own case.  



 
 

 
 
 

“I guess so. But I can’t come with you this time, Nick. I just took a temporary new job to 
help out with Kandy’s stalker problem, which I think may be for real,” Natassia 
confessed.  
“A new job, doing what?” Nick asked in confusion. 
“As an exotic dancer for the Pink Pussycat Lounge,” Natassia said in a barely audible 
whisper. 
“You got a job as a stripper!?” Nick was in shock. 
 
“Time to get to minimum safe distance,” Buzz spoke to himself as he walked out of the 
room. 
 
 

*********************************** 
 
 
Natassia and Nick reluctantly agreed to do the work separately. Natassia explained that 
she had already committed to help Kandy, whose stalker was apparently an ex-boyfriend 
with a criminal record. She could be in real danger. Natassia took the exotic dancer job as 
a cover to keep an eye on Kandy and her stalker at the same time. She was hoping with a 
little creative lighting, and a nude bikini she picked up at the beach last summer, she 
could fool most of the audience into thinking she was naked, even if she was not. Nick 
was not at all happy with what Natassia was going to do. Considering whom he was 
going to be working with at Berkeley, he did not have much of a right to be incensed. He 
knew how she felt about Bettina Corrales. However, Natassia told him she trusted him, if 
not Bettina, and that he should also trust her to do what she felt she had to do.  
 
She did ask him to take Buzz with him. He could be a mediating influence, although she 
was often dubious about Buzz’s moral decisions, like volunteering to help Kandy without 
telling Lorna. Natassia and Lorna were going stay in Greendale – Natassia on fake 
stripper duty, and Lorna at the office – while Nick and Buzz went northwest to deal with 
the case of the ‘bleeders’ at Berkeley. 
 
Buzz tried to say goodbye to Lorna, but she refused to say anything to him before he 
packed up and left with Nick. She regretted her decision as soon as they drove down the 
street. 
 
“Why are you standing at the window, Lorna?” Natassia asked out of curiosity. “Is 
something happening outside?” 
“No,” Lorna said simply, a hint of sadness in her voice. At times, Lorna could be like a 
very little girl when it came to human feelings. Lorna kept staring out the front window. 
“You worried about him?” Natassia asked insightfully.  
“Me? Worry about him?” Lorna harrumphed at the notion. It sounded hollow. 
“He and Nick work well together, and they are very good friends. They’ll take care of 
each other,” Natassia reassured. 
“You think so?” Lorna said hopefully without thinking. “Damn. You tricked me again.” 
“Tricked you? How?” Natassia asked. 



 
 

 
 
 

“You confuse me with my own emotions until I say something I regret,” Lorna admitted. 
“You shouldn’t regret being in love,” Natassia confided, “although I know first hand at 
times it isn’t easy.” 
“I was wondering why you let Nick traipse off with that succubus, Bettina Corrales 
around him – Nick that is,” Lorna stated. “I don’t think she’s interested in Buzz that 
way.” 
“Neither is Kandy interested in Buzz, Lorna,” Natassia confided. 
Lorna turned around and looked at Natassia. 
“How…what? You know her by name now?” Lorna was getting upset. Everyone seemed 
to think the dancer named Kandy was honest and truthful but Lorna felt no one 
understood how she felt. 
“I met her today. She didn’t intend to give Buzz the wrong impression, Lorna. I think 
Buzz let his imagination go into overdrive. Men are like that around certain women,” 
Natassia said wearily. Natassia was speaking from her experience with men, and her own 
personal experience as a woman. She had misled some of the wrong men in her life, too. 
It lead her to understand the power women can wield over the minds of men at times. 
Lorna had so little experience; she needed to hear this type of advice. 
 
“What do you mean, ‘certain women’?” Lorna asked sincerely. 
Natassia took a deep sigh. This was a hard lesson for anyone to learn, but most learn it in 
their youth, although some tend to forget it again as adults. Lorna had never learned the 
lesson at all. 
“There are certain women in this world that you and Buzz are going to run into, and I 
suppose the same goes with certain men, that are threats…” she thought better and 
changed her words, “…are potential rivals for your lover’s attention. For most men, 
strippers, models, dancers, any flashy type of exhibitionistic woman is going to get their 
attention first, because men are sexually visual, and woman are sexually cerebral.” 
 
Lorna thought on her words for a minute. Natassia was not sure what she was thinking, 
but she appeared to be trying to understand it. 
“You mean she, this Kandy, is attractive,” Lorna finally concluded. 
“In a way. She’s certainly not what I think of as beautiful. She has a very good figure, 
that’s what she does, she shows off her body, and that draws men – even good men like 
Buzz and Nick – to notice her and sometimes act on that attraction.” 
“So you don’t think I’m as attractive as ‘Kandy’,” Lorna stated as a matter-of-fact. 
“No, no. I don’t mean that at all. I think you are ten times prettier than she is, but like a 
flashing neon sign, she is one of those types men might notice and be distracted by – but 
most men don’t act on that. Buzz was probably flattered so he offered help.” Natassia 
tried to explain something that even she didn’t fully comprehend about men. 
“I see, I think. So what you are saying is men have very short attention spans, forget their 
girlfriends, wives or lovers when someone flashy, attractive, new and different comes 
along and waves their wiles at them? Like men have sexual A.D.D.?” 
“Exactly,” Natassia said smiling.  
“Sometimes being with a man is requires being a good Shepard, you have to you out, ring 
them around the neck and bring them back in,” Natassia summed up. 
“Or maybe I could give him a good shearing,” Lorna pouted. 



 
 

 
 
 

“Before you get out the shears, you might want to listen to him. I think he wants to talk to 
you when they get back,” Natassia suggested.  
“Well, I’ll think about it. I’m still pretty sore at him,” Lorna admitted. 
“Understandably,” Natassia agreed. “He’s a man. My father told me once something 
about my mother. I didn’t really understand it until I got much older, but it makes sense 
now.” 
“What was it,” Lorna wanted to hear the wise words. 
“My mother was complaining once because dad was looking at woman at a party, and 
mom thought he wanted to be with this woman instead of her. She got jealous. He told 
her, ‘There are women I’ve noticed first, but none that I will notice or remember as long 
as you.’” 
Instinctively, both women sighed. 
 

 
*********************************** 

 
 
 
When Nick and Buzz arrived at Berkeley, Bettina Corrales met them. She tried to apprise 
them of the situation in a few seconds. Some of the things she told them were new, and 
helped form an overall picture. 
 
“So the professor said he was too tired to start working and he asked his staff to start 
certain projects right away, and he went home to sleep. The next morning when he came 
in, he found them dead. All of them bled to death, or that’s what it looks like,” Bettina 
explained. 
“He didn’t go in,” Nick asked. “He’s not in danger of getting the contagion?” 
“Apparently when he saw the bodies, it was from outside the lab, through a window. He 
must have sensed the danger because he did not go in. I’m testing his blood now,” she 
advised. 
“There is something missing from this story,” Nick decided. “Some other element?” 
“Oh, I forgot to tell you the weird part. Well, I mean it’s all creepy, but there is one other 
thing. When I went in with the hazard suit on, one of the dead, a female assistant named 
Mary Chase, was separate from the others, like she got contaminated later, and she 
managed to write something on the desk next to her – in her own blood, before she died,” 
Bettina enlightened. 
“What did she write?” Buzz asked. 
“Mammoth,” Bettina said. “Weird, huh?”  
“Mammoth? As in Woolly Mammoth?” Nick asked. 
“Your guess is as good as mine,” Bettina admitted she was confused. 
“Didn’t you say the professor had just flown in from the Arctic? And that a team there 
was found dead the next day, apparently from bleeding to death?” Nick asked Buzz. 
“That’s the story Lorna put on the web site. I don’t know how factual it is,” Buzz 
admitted.  
“Where is professor…? Nick forgot his name.  



 
 

 
 
 

“Wilkinson,” Bettina supplied the name. “He’s a Scottish professor but a few years ago 
was given a post here. We’ve got him upstairs. Let’s go,” she suggested.  
“I need to use a computer with an internet connection first. Can you take us to one before 
we meet him?” Nick asked.  
“Sure,” Bettina replied. 
They walked briskly from the meeting room to the upstairs lab the CDC was using as a 
headquarters. 
 
At first Wilkinson was evasive. He told them all they asked regarding how he came back 
from the arctic, and that he asked his assistants to prepare some work for him. What he 
was evasive about were the facts about what he was working on. Nick found this 
unsettling. 
 
“Professor Wilkinson, we are here at the behest of the CDC and Bettina Corrales as an 
external investigative agency. I need to get some very specific information from you to 
help fill in the blanks,” Nick started. 
“Of course,” Wilkinson stated. “I’ll be happy to assist.” 
“Good. You were returning from the Arctic on a science expedition?” Nick asked. 
“Well, yes. I returned alone the day before yesterday.” The professor answered. 
“What was your expedition about? What was your research?” Nick probed. 
“We were accompanying a group of meteorologists. They went to study effects of global 
warming on the North Pole,” Wilkinson responded. 
“But why were you there?” Nick asked. “You are a paleontologist, correct?” Nick asked. 
“I was invited to accompany them since they were already going up. I often go on these 
types of expeditions in case something from my area comes up. You just never know,” 
Wilkinson lied. 
“You didn’t have a specific reason for going?” Nick narrowed his questions, disbelieving 
the professor. 
“Not exactly. As I say, I sometimes go in case my expertise is needed,” he stated. 
“Earlier, you said ‘we’ were accompanying a group, now you say ‘I’. Which is it 
professor? I can have the university look it up for me, as I’m certain they paid for it. I’d 
prefer to hear it from you,” Nick explained calmly. 
“Oh, I sometimes forget. My assistant came with me. He stayed on for a while longer. I 
had to return for work,” Wilkinson said. 
“What is his name?” Buzz asked. 
“Why, it is Colin McPhee. You can look into that if you want,” Wilkinson replied. “He 
came over with me from Aberdeen.” 
Buzz handed Nick a sheet of paper. Nick read from the freshly printed-paper.  
“Among the dead found in the Arctic camp yesterday, were Colin McPhee,” Nick paused 
in reading the rest. “And a list of many others, some of them you probably knew,” Nick 
said. 
“Dead? I don’t understand. When I left, they were just fine,” Wilkinson paled at the 
thought that all of them, especially Colin were dead. He was mad at Colin for not 
supporting him but he did not wish anyone death. 
“This report was just confirmed by the Denali Military base not far from your 
expeditionary camp base,” Nick explained. 



 
 

 
 
 

“I don’t know what to say,” Wilkinson ran his hand up to his eyes to brush away a tear 
that had formed in the corner of one eye. The grizzled old professor did not want anyone 
to see him being sentimental.  
Nick walked over to the man and placed his hand on his shoulder. He did not like having 
to grill the respected scientist as if he were a common criminal. If that is what it took 
however, he would do so. 
“Professor Wilkinson, I’ve read your work history before we came in. You are highly 
respected. I think you are a good man, but you are clearly hiding something, and that may 
have cost lives. I need to know everything you know,” Nick explained. 
The professor was stubborn.  
“There is something, perhaps a bacteria or something that I may have picked up at the 
base, and brought it back with me accidentally. I don’t know what else to tell you, lad,” 
he said. 
Nick gritted his teeth and went back to the other side of the room. He nodded to Bettina. 
“Professor, one of your assistants, Mary Chase, managed to write something on a desk in 
her own blood as she was dying. She wrote ‘mammoth’. Do you know what that means?” 
Bettina asked harshly. 
 
Wilkinson looked up in surprise. He did not think anyone knew about the specimen he 
was hiding. 
 
“All right. I’ve tried to advance science and now it has cost too many lives. I did not say 
anything about the specimen Colin and I found in a glacier, because I really did not think 
it could be the cause. I guess if Mary wrote that, she must have figured it out before 
she…” he was unable to finish his thought. The realization of all that death, Colin, Mary, 
his expedition companions, and the other lab technicians, crushed in on him and he 
finally broke his cold exterior. 
 
After getting the truth, Nick, Buzz and Bettina had the facts from which to work. 
Wilkinson had found a frozen Woolly Mammoth in the Arctic, but could only get at a 
small part of it’s trunk, so they took a cross-section and brought it back to the base camp. 
He had an argument with Colin over whom to inform about the find, took the specimen 
and left the camp, but not before it somehow transmitted some prehistoric disease to the 
base crew, and then again here at the university. Somehow an ancient, prehistoric 
contagion, frozen in the ice for thousands of years, had been rediscovered and loosed 
upon a new world: a new world that had no immunity to the prehistoric threat. 
 
Now that Wilkinson had come clean about bringing the sample back to the US, there was 
little left for him to do. He had not committed any crime, except perhaps ethically, but 
certainly not legally. He would have to live the rest of his life knowing what happened to 
all those people because he was afraid to share his discovery. Nick quietly thought that 
was punishment enough. They sent him on his way home. He could offer the team 
nothing more to help. 
 



 
 

 
 
 

“What I don’t understand is if it is a bacterium, as Wilkinson says, he had it in his 
possession the most. Why didn’t he get sick too? Immunity?” Buzz asked, bewildered by 
this hard to explain event. 
 
“No, it can’t be immunity. It’s at least 10,000 years old, probably much older. Any 
immunity ancient Man may have had to some prehistoric bacteria would have faded long 
before now. Nick, did you get that information about Mammoths?” 
 
Nick read from the university archives, “Wooly Mammoth (genus Mammuthus), any 
member of an extinct class of elephants found as fossils in Pleistocene deposits over 
every continent except Australia and South America (the Pleistocene epoch began 
1,600,000 years ago and ended 10,000 years ago). The woolly, Northern, or Siberian 
mammoth (M. primigenius) is by far the best known of all mammoths. The relative 
abundance and, at times, excellent preservation of this species' carcasses found in the 
permanently frozen ground of Siberia has provided much information about mammoths' 
structure and habits. Fossil mammoth ivory was previously so abundant that it was 
exported from Siberia to China and Europe from medieval times.” 
 
“So it could be as old as 1.6 million years or as recent, if that’s the right word, as 10,000 
years old,” Bettina concluded. 
Nick did not respond to her conclusion. He appeared lost in thought. 
“Did you notice the position of the bodies of the lab assistants, in the first lab?” Nick 
thought aloud. 
“What about them?” Bettina asked. 
“All lumped together, around a water-basin, except Mary. She was trying to get away. 
That means they were suddenly very thirsty, and died very suddenly,” Nick deduced. 
“They probably had a fever, got thirsty and, what? Died right there?” Bettina found it 
hard to believe that a bacteria could act that fast. “It just doesn’t work that way. Even 
with accelerated growth, it could take hours…” 
 
“We are barking up the wrong tree. Not bacteria, a virus!” Nick realized. “Along with 
bacteria, a virus can live in our inner tissues until a condition or stimulus accelerates 
growth. It can live in throats, mouth, teeth…” 
“And sinuses…and the mammoth’s trunk is an extension from the nasal passages,” 
Bettina understood. 
“Didn’t the professor say that sample was a cross-section of the mammoth’s trunk?” 
Buzz questioned. 
“Yes, it was the group that was working on slides from the inner tissues – the sinus 
tissues could have drained there – that died quickly, around the water basin. Mary Chase 
was working in the other room on the epidermal layers, probably not as virulent.” 
 
“How did she get it then?” Buzz asked. All this science was starting to give him a 
headache. 
 
“It’s an airborne virus. If it spreads like a virus I’m thinking of, it can be transmitted by 
respiratory emissions – breathing. It has to be. How else could a whole base camp get it? 



 
 

 
 
 

One gets infected, maybe when they refrigerated the specimen, something got on the 
food, or the water…” Nick guessed. 
“Or the ice,” Buzz guessed correctly. They were playing cards at the base. There are 
always drinks severed at card games.” 
“It could very well be,” Bettina understood all but the exact type of virus. “What virus 
were you thinking of, Nick?” 
“Do you remember Ebola? It was a big threat, mainly in Africa, back in the mid 1990s. 
Here, listen to this,” Nick said as he got out the university books again. 
 
“Ebola virus (family Filoviridae) -- responsible for a severe and often fatal hemorrhagic 
fever; outbreaks in primates as well as in humans have been recorded. The disease is 
characterized by extreme fever, rash, and profuse hemorrhaging. Fatality rates range 
from 50 to 90 percent. The virus takes its name from the Ebola River in northern Congo 
(Kinshasa), where it first emerged in 1976. It resulted in hundreds of deaths in 1995.” 
 
“It went from a mild threat to major health threat in 20 years, making this virus about 
10,000% more dangerous. And the symptoms are similar, although this one is worse. 
Profuse and sudden hemorrhaging, bleeding, and fever, all the elements are there. The 
transmission is through bodily fluids,” Nick summed up. 
 
“Wait, I thought you said it was airborne.” Buzz questioned, confused. 
“He did, but by airborne we mean that it travels in respiratory vapor that comes out of the 
lungs and travels, unseen, through the air. It lives in the fluids,” Bettina explained. 
“You mean there is spit in my breath?” Buzz asked, horrified. 
“Well, not spit exactly,” Nick interjected, “but a form of bronchial sputum in very small 
parts that cannot be seen with naked eye. Even as you are I are talking right now, there is 
an unseen cloud of water vapor surrounding us that came from all of our combined lung 
and throat emissions. They did experiments on this on the 60s and 70s showing a vapor 
cloud forming in the air as people breathed and talked. That’s how disease spreads 
through the air – by our own body fluids.” 
“Gross. You two keep your distance from me!” Buzz commented. 
“It happens even when we breathe, Buzz. It’s part of life,” Bettina added. 
“But the news tells us we just need to wash our hands and we won’t get sick,” Buzz 
disagreed. 
“That might help, but it’s mostly just to give people something to do and not worry about 
the inevitable,” Nick replied. “That’s our media’s way of giving us a placebo.” 
“Great, next you’ll be telling me there is no Easter Bunny,” Buzz joked. It was his way of 
diffusing tension, and right now, he felt very tense. 
 
 

******************************************* 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 

Back in Greendale, that night, Natassia prepared to go to the Pink Pussycat Lounge for 
her first night. She hoped Manny would not ask her to perform on her first night of work, 
but then again, she felt Manny might do anything.  
 
“Are you really going to go to that club with all the leering men and dance for them?” 
Lorna asked, as the women started to close the office at Paranormal Investigations. 
Natassia closed and locked the front doors then turned around to face Lorna. 
“I thought it was a good way to get inside and keep an eye on things. I can be completely 
unnoticed and watch out for her as well as watch the stalker,” she revealed, feeling very 
uncertain about her idea. 
“Unnoticed? Maybe I have the wrong idea of what they do at strip joints…” Lorna 
started. 
“Exotic dancing establishments,” Natassia corrected and then felt silly for doing exactly 
what Buzz did earlier. “I don’t want to think of what I’m about to pretend-to-do as 
stripping, or I’ll never leave here. I’d probably hide in the back,” Natassia explained. 
“Okay, exotic dancing,” Lorna, corrected. “Do you have to take off your clothes, one 
piece at a time in front of a bunch of strangers?”  
Natassia let out a small whine, and hurried to the back room for her purse. 
“I don’t know what I’m going to do. I’m going to wear this though,” she said holding up 
a tiny nude-colored bikini. 
“Well, as tiny as that is, I think they’ll be expecting more, or less, rather,” Lorna 
confided. 
“No, I plan on keeping this on and asking Manny to dim the lights, as part of my act,” 
Natassia said. She whined again. “I shouldn’t have agreed to do this. But do you know 
how much money they make in a night of performances?” Natassia raised her eyebrows. 
“How much?” Lorna was curious now. 
“Enough to count as one week’s wages here,” Natassia explained. 
“Wow. All for disrobing?” Lorna’s analytical mind was trying to imagine how much 
Natassia, as pretty as she was, could make up just one week performing two shows per 
night. “You could take a vacation in a few weeks, for a week!” Lorna sighed, envious. 
“Maybe I could dance too?” 
“No! Don’t follow my lead on this, Lorna. You are the good one. I’m bad, very bad for 
even considering this. I just thought it would be good cover,” Natassia repeated as if 
trying to convince her it was the right thing to do. 
“Not much cover,” Lorna commented. “Can I come?” 
“You want to watch?” Natassia was surprised. 
“Well, not you. I don’t swing that way,” Lorna quickly made clear, making a sour face. 
Natassia laughed. “No, I know that. I mean – do you really want to come and help me 
watch Kandy and her stalker.” 
“Well, I am curious to see what my competition looks like, and if I can help you then 
maybe something good can come from all this,” Lorna reasoned. 
Natassia was impressed. She did not expect Lorna to have such composure. 
“Well, sure. You can sit in the audience or at the bar with Manny and keep an eye out for 
me,” Natassia added, pleased in truth to have someone with her before she did this nerve-
wracking deed. 
Natassia got her purse and picked up a paper sack she brought from home with her. 



 
 

 
 
 

“What’s in the bag?” Lorna questioned. 
“My costume,” she explained with uncertain look in the bag. 
“I noticed that all of the girls have some gimmick. One is very athletic, so she needs very 
little. One dresses in white as a nurse and then takes that off, and another dresses in a 
devil costume with red horns and a pitchfork – very cute. I’m going to be the French 
Maid,” Natassia explained. 
“Isn’t that the costume Nick bought you when they were at Party Towne last October? 
Buzz got the Sexy Witch for me,” Lorna said somewhat proudly. 
“Yes, it is. I never wore it for him though,” Natassia confided. 
“Why not?” 
“He asked once, but I felt so self-conscious putting it on, I just went to him without 
anything on. He didn’t complain,” Natassia smiled at the memory. “Besides, I need 
something to pretend to be taking off, so this gives me something to do.” 
“Do you dance?” Lorna suddenly realized that part of what Natassia had to do involved 
more than stripping. 
“Not for a long time. I’m hoping the ballet lessons from years ago will come back to me,” 
Natassia said with growing unease. Why hadn’t she considered all these things before? 
“A ballerina stripper. That should be…different,” Lorna said with a quizzical look 
coming to her face. She was not sure she wanted to see this after all. 
 

************************************** 
 
 
“Manny, I know you don’t get it, but it is part of my act,” Natassia tried to explain again. 
“Well the guys don’t like it when it is dark. They pay to see you, not have an vague 
impression of you,” Manny reasoned. 
Natassia frowned and then pretended she was about to cry. The acting lessons came in 
handy too. A tear formed in the corner of her eyes, and her dark mascara looked about to 
run. 
“OK! Okay. Jesus. First I get a looker who wants to do a French maid outfit to ballet, and 
now your makeup is going to run all over your face. It’s a damn good thing you are good-
looking, Natassia, or I’d fire you now,” Manny expressed his displeasure without actually 
offending his new star. 
“You are all heart, Manny,” Natassia said with a sarcastic smile. 
“We’ll see how this goes,” Manny said with skepticism. 
 
An hour later, a French Maid-clad Natassia was pacing the back stage area trying to work 
out some kind of routine.  
“I should have practiced this earlier,” she moaned. 
“You said that already,” Lorna reminded her. “Now go out there and smash your elbow!” 
“You mean ‘break a leg’,” Natassia offered. 
“Whatever. An arm, a leg, who cares. Go injure a body part while you are getting naked,” 
Lorna encouraged, and then flashed a large, insincere-looking grin at Natassia.  
“Can you go sit with Manny at the bar? I’ll signal you if I see the stalker in the audience,” 
Natassia let out a sigh and then headed for the stage. 



 
 

 
 
 

“Okay. Oh, what’s the signal?” Lorna asked. It was too late. The noise from the crowd 
drowned out Natassia’s reply as she walked up to the stage. 
 
The lights dimmed per Natassia’s unusual request, and she slowly came onto the center 
stage in her outfit. 
“And now making her premier debut, welcome Natassia, French Maid Ballerina,” Manny 
announced over the loudspeakers, with a shake of his head. “I wonder what dis is gonna 
look like,” he mumbled. 
Lorna took a seat near Manny at the bar, and introduced herself as Natassia’s friend as 
Natassia had suggested. 
“Oh, you are her friend,” Manny said making small talk. “That Buzz sure is a lucky guy,” 
he added with a smile looking at the stage as Natassia walked out. 
“Why is Buzz lucky?” Lorna asked, perplexed. 
“Natassia’s his girl,” Manny said knowingly. 
“What makes you say that?” asked Lorna, a tone of alarm sounding in her voice. 
“She told me so, or something like that. She said she was Buzz’s – “  
“Friend” Lorna interrupted. “I’m his girlfriend: Ex-girlfriend, rather. We broke up 
because of Kandy,” Lorna added, confusing the already confused club owner.  
“Who? Kandy?” Manny asked, his bewilderment growing.  
“Well you should know her, you hired the home wrecker,” Lorna added with a pout. 
Manny stopped and stared. He was about to ask for clarification, thought better of it and 
gave Lorna a drink. He decided one of them better start drinking and he was working. 
 
Natassia stepped on to the stage in the dim light. The men in the audience were more than 
eager. A new girl was always a special event, and the word was this one was hot. As soon 
as she stepped onto the stage some comments of admiration began. They began a bit 
perplexed. 
“Hey guys, she’s a hot Latino, I love the Latin dancers!” said one in the back. 
“What are you, blind? She not a Latino, she’s black with white,” said an admiring Black 
man. 
“You’re both crazy. She is Asian. Look at her eyes!” demanded another. 
What they did not know is they were all correct. 
Natassia made her first dance step, and it was an unusual one for exotic dancing. She 
made several ballet steps known as glissades, and at the end she finished with a grand 
jeté, in which the dancer throws one leg forward into the air, hovers with the legs 
stretched to the front and back, and then lands on the front leg, holding an attitude 
position. It was remarkably well done for a woman who had not performed ballet for an 
audience for several years. The men in the audience howled with excitement and 
anticipation. They had not seen an exotic dancer start out her act with such unusual 
movements before.  
Natassia felt a surge of confidence from the reaction of the crowd. She heard the cheering 
and the applause, and thought it was about her dance moves. She tried something a bit 
trickier. She changed her attitude position to an arabesque, in which she stands on one 
leg, and connected them with a pas de bourrée, or a series of quick steps linking one 
move to another. 
 



 
 

 
 
 

The audience applauded her talent, but some were growing weary of the novelty. What 
started out as new and innovative, for a stripper, started looking like classical ballet. 
Although the cultural acuity of the men in attendance probably did not much exceed that 
of a boxing audience, they were becoming aware of one thing: this was not stripping. 
“Take something off,” came a shout from one man in the crowd. 
Natassia continued on with her improvisational ballet, but decided to take off her French 
Maid skirt to appease the more demanding men in the crowd. First she had to remove a 
large safety pin that held the back shut. It never fit her correctly. She had short-shorts on 
under that, and a tiny, nude colored bikini under that. She was not sure what to do when 
she got that far. She stretched her time out. As she prepared to perform a pirouette, she 
started scanning the room for the stalker. 
 
Some of the men in the crowd decided this was a good time to get new drinks, and a 
throng of excited and thirsty men headed for the bar. Manny looked at his supplies and 
realized he may need more. “I’ll be right back,” Manny spoke to Lorna, who was sitting 
at the bar. “Stall them for a minute, would ya?” 
“What do I do?” Lorna questioned. Manny had disappeared into the back room. 
Men began trying to place their orders, but without a bartender, there was no one to assist 
them. 
“Please wait until Manny returns,” Lorna explained in a loud voice. 
“Can’t you help us out, baby?” asked one customer, who appeared to have had enough to 
drink. 
“I bet you can help us out, sugar,” said another. “Maybe not with drinks but with 
something else!” the man joked with his friends. Juvenile male laughter and rude 
comments filled the air around the bar. 
“Now listen here you inebriated hominids!” Lorna was insulted. “Please go away and 
look at the floozies that work here. I’m busy looking for a man.”  
“I’m your man, baby!”  
“What kind of man are you looking for blue eyes?” 
The comments and attention where threatening to overwhelm Lorna. Just in the nick of 
time, an attractive blonde with curvaceous figure walked over. 
“We still have beer on tap, boys,” she called out, climbing over the bar to get on the side 
with the tap. “Manny will be back with the vodka and whiskey soon. Who wants beer?”  
“I do. 
“Beer me.” 
“Make that three!” 
Came a chorus of male voices as they lined up near the tap. 
Lorna settled back down into her chair, still a bit alarmed by all the revelry and 
intoxication. 
After the blond served a dozen or more beers, the crowd melted away. A few minutes 
later, she came over near where Lorna was sitting. 
“Are you all right, honey?” she asked Lorna. 
“Yes, thank you,” Lorna said. 
“I could see you getting overwhelmed by all those men,” she stated with a smile.  
“You get used to it when you work here. Ninety-nine percent of them are harmless and 
even friendly. It’s only when they are in a group with their friends they get unruly. I 



 
 

 
 
 

guess it is just something men do,” she explained. “My name’s Kandy,” the blond 
offered, extending her hand to Lorna. 
“You are Kandy?” Lorna was almost struck speechless. 
Kandy was prettier than Natassia implied, Lorna realized. Lorna might not say she was 
beautiful, but she was very attractive and had an hourglass figure, which she did not hide 
with much clothing. Lorna stared for a minute. 
“Do I know you?” Kandy asked, taking note of Lorna’s stare. 
“No. I’m here helping Natassia,” she revealed. She did not particularly want to introduce 
herself at the moment. 
“Oh, Natassia’s friend. She’s really brave to get up and there and do…” Kandy searched 
for the right words, “…whatever she is doing on stage just to help me.” 
“She’s not good, is she?” Lorna asked. 
“It’s different. Ballet is not what we usually do here,” Kandy was trying to be diplomatic. 
“But she’s good at those moves. I can’t do those moves.” 
“They aren’t sexy moves though, are they?” Lorna was trying to understand what the 
men wanted to see, and why men liked women like Kandy. 
“Well, I’m sure she has something planned,” Kandy said, not knowing what else to say 
about Natassia’s unusual act. 
Lorna sat for a minute, not speaking. She stole glances at Kandy whenever she got up to 
serve another beer. Lorna looked at her trim, athletic figure. She tried to memorize how 
Kandy walked and talked to the men. There was something flirtatious or suggestive in 
everything she did – when the men were around. Lorna felt her competitive side rising. 
 
“Tell me something Kandy,” Lorna asked when she returned. “Have you ever read 
Messner’s ‘Comparative Analysis of Bio-Mechanical Structures’,” she asked. 
“What? No, is that a book?” Kandy asked. 
“Have you read any first-year texts about engineering, biology, or artificial intelligence?” 
Lorna probed. 
“I never made it past tenth grade,” Kandy joked. She did not comprehend she was being 
evaluated. 
“Then all you really do is dance and take your clothes off for strange men at male 
drinking establishments?” Lorna jabbed. 
“Well, I …” Kandy started to say something, but a man approached the bar. 
“Hi Kandy,” he said, sitting down next to Kandy, two seats down from Lorna. Lorna did 
not hear his comment. 
An expression of anxiety and worry came over Kandy’s face, and she quickly got up and 
left the bar. 
Lorna looked over and saw her rapidly walking away. 
“I guess she couldn’t take the competition after all,” Lorna said into her drink. 
 
 
Natassia was now getting jeers from the crowd. What was an interesting diversion, an 
exotic dancer who started out her act with ballet moves, initially unique and interesting, 
soon became prosaic. It soon became clear that she had little else to offer and did not plan 
to remove much of her clothing any time soon. She did remove the French maid skirt, and 
unbuttoned the skimpy blouse, which appeased the men for a while. They liked they way 



 
 

 
 
 

she looked on stage, but they had not come to the Pink Pussycat Lounge to watch a pretty 
woman tease them with half-dressed ballet. 
 
Natassia sensed she was losing the room and her time on stage would be limited to one 
performance if Manny saw this lack of audience interest. She sat down on the stage floor 
and signaled for the lights to be raised. She swallowed hard, and stripped down to her 
nude-bikini, leaving her almost undressed. Some of the men applauded. She still had not 
seen the man Kandy showed her in the photographs. She needed to do something that 
would keep the audience happy, but also something that she could live with afterward. 
“I’ve faced mutated mosquitoes, and an overgrown, cannibalistic monster locked up in an 
attic. I can do this,” she scolded herself. She remembered how Nick often sneaked into 
the room to watch her do her warm up routine. While she did not actually perform ballet 
or dance anymore (except for tonight), she still did the warm-up, stretching routine before 
she exercised.  
 
She laid on the floor, technically still dressed, and began to stretch by throwing her 
shapely legs over her head until her feet touched the floor above her head. Then she 
began to lift her behind in the air, and move her legs out to the side to stretch her legs and 
tendons. She bent her petite frame into a position that was both good for her flexibility, 
and fun for men to watch. The men became very silent and transfixed wondering what 
this limber lady was going to do next. 
 
From this awkward feeling pose, she could see Lorna sitting at the bar. Next to her was a 
man who was leering, not at her, but at a blond at the other side of the room – Kandy. 
Suddenly Natassia recalled the photo Kandy showed her earlier. This was the stalker, and 
he was sitting next to Lorna! 
 
Lorna watched Natassia change her act from ballet moves to stretching, and was amazed 
how well the stretching act was working, so far. She thought about trying to do moves 
like this for Buzz, if she forgave him, but she did not think her feet would go over her 
head like that. Natassia quickly changed positions. She sat up, spread her legs apart, and 
then began reaching for her toes. The crowd was not as thrilled with this less revealing 
turn of events, and some started to call out for her to do more. However, Natassia was 
beyond caring about the audience now. She was trying to signal Lorna that the man was 
in the room. She tugged on her earlobe – the prearranged signal. Unfortunately, Lorna 
has missed the signal. Lorna assumed this was some odd-looking part of Natassia’s act. 
 
Natassia rose to her knees, and pulled her ear lobe even more. Lorna looked at her 
curiously. She knew the act was improvisational, but this was just silly. The crowd began 
booing and hissing. Again, Lorna did not respond to the signal. Frantically, Natassia 
began motioning with her head in the direction of the stalker, as he moved to another 
table – the one where Kandy was sitting. When Lorna still did not respond, Natassia both 
tugged on her earlobe, and motioned with her head at the same time, creating a 
spasmodic, jerking motion on stage. The effect made it appear Natassia was having some 
sort of fit on stage. Some less sensitive men in the crowd looked for things to throw. 



 
 

 
 
 

Lorna still did not understand. Natassia stopped, stood up straight, and pointed to the man 
as he sat down at Kandy’s table 
 
“I’m back! I couldn’t find the bourbon,” Manny exclaimed, a bit out of breath. He was 
carrying a box full of bottles of booze. He looked up in time to see Natassia’s act 
degenerate into ear pulling, pointing and spastic head-bobbing.  
“Ah, for Chrissake! I gotta get her outta there,” he loudly complained. Manny went to the 
back room and shut off her spotlight. 
 
Natassia rapidly put her shorts back on and the top to her outfit, grabbed the French maid 
skirt from the floor, and walked over to the table where the man sat, next to Kandy. There 
were several other people at the table too, but he stared only at Kandy. Lorna finally 
figured out what Natassia had been trying to do with all the odd motioning, and followed 
her to the table. Natassia sat down next to Kandy. 
 
“Kandy this is the man, isn’t it?” she asked.  
“Yes, this is Todd Alderman. He’s the one I told you about," Kandy replied. 
“Please leave, Kandy. I think Todd and I have some things to talk about,” Natassia 
suggested. 
Kandy got up to leave the table, but none of the others did. Natassia decided to talk to 
him in front of them all, Lorna included. She was going to confront him about the 
stalking, and if he wanted everyone at the table to hear it, that was fine with her. 
She explained that she knew of his stalking, and threatened to go to the police with the 
information if he did not stop. The others at the table were wide-eyed with the spectacle. 
They watched everything the two said with morbid fascination. 
“So I watch her. It’s not illegal to watch a stripper. What are you going to do about me 
watching her anyway, huh?” Alderman scowled.  
“Mr. Alderman, I strongly suggest you heed this warning. I do have friends who are not 
as tolerant as me, and some of them carry badges,” she said referring to her friendship 
FBI agent, Shawn Williams. In truth, she was not sure the FBI would get involved in a 
local stalking case, but the threat was worth trying. 
“Are your friends going to hurt me if I don’t stop watching her? Is that what you are 
saying? I have all these witnesses around that I’m sure could be called in if anything 
happens to me. You can’t do anything to me now,” Todd Alderman called her bluff. 
Natassia realized her mistake. She had implied a danger to this man and at least four 
people, not counting Lorna, could verify this. So far, she had not actually threatened him 
with anything. She gnashed her teeth together and stared at the table for a few seconds. 
 
“I don’t feel so good,” Natassia cried out, appearing to be getting ill. She stood up 
leaning over the crowded table, and threw her head forward.  
“Oh, I’m going to puke!” she cried out and pretended to be about to throw up on the 
table. The people at the table scattered and ran away as fast as they could move. Even 
Lorna was fooled by Natassia’s act and backed away. Todd stood up to move away, but 
Natassia grabbed him by the wrist. 
The table was now clear, and no one aside from Lorna, who was standing nearby, could 
hear or clearly see what Natassia did next.  



 
 

 
 
 

“Sit,” she demanded. 
Reluctantly, Alderman sat down with Natassia and Lorna. He made a mistake. 
“I tried to give you a nice way out, jackass,” she spoke between clenched teeth. Lorna 
was shocked. This was a side of Natassia she had never seen before:  tough, and 
threatening. It was something that came out of Natassia in that terrible house with the 
man-creature. Natassia drew on it now. Alderman started to stand up to leave. 
“Sit down!” she hissed. 
Todd Alderman was not a man easily frightened. There was something of a feral look in 
Natassia’s eyes that compelled him to take her words seriously. 
“Will you stay away from Kandy or do you want to learn how serious I am?” Natassia 
demanded in a whisper now that no one could hear her threat. 
“I am not scared by you, a stripper. And a bad one at that,” Todd said. He lied. Right at 
this moment he felt threatened. He just couldn’t admit a woman was the reason.  
“You are just a small woman – what could you do to me? Have your boyfriend come 
after me?” he mocked. 
“My boyfriend is too busy to deal with a low-life piece of shit like you,” she vented 
between gritted teeth. With that, Natassia reached down to the skirt she had removed 
earlier, and grabbed the large safety pin. She straightened it out, brought it up hidden in 
her palm, and slammed her hand down on top of his hand, which was still on the table. 
The needle sunk its whole length into his hand. Todd screeched but when his cry drew 
looks from nearby tables, they could see nothing but Natassia with her hand on top of 
Todd’s. Lorna moved into position to obscure others from seeing anything else. 
 
“This is just a sample of what this small woman can do. Do you get me now, Todd? 
Leave Kandy alone, don’t come back here, ever, and I’ll quit looking for you,” Natassia 
snarled at him in a quiet but deadly voice. 
“I get it, I get it!” He cried out. When he was able, he fled from the table, and the club, 
never to bother Kandy again. 
Natassia sat shaking. She closed her eyes to collect herself. She had drawn upon her fear 
and animalistic rage from her time in that hell house to do that. Now she had to bring 
herself down from it.  
“Wow. I’ve never seen you like that before,” Lorna said as she sat next to Natassia at the 
table. Absently, she wiped up some blood from the table with a napkin and disposed of 
the evidence. 
“Let’s get out of here,” Natassia suggested, shaken by her own anger. 
 
“Hey, you are fired, so don’t be coming back!” Manny shouted to Natassia as she passed 
by to the exit 
“Gladly. But you owe me money first,” Natassia replied. 
Manny frowned. He reached into his pocket, pulled out a wad of cash, and gave Natassia 
500 dollars. He walked away. 
“Five-hundred dollars for less than an hour’s work,” Lorna marveled. 
“It’s a good thing I didn’t like the gig,” Natassia said. “The money is far too tempting.” 
“If they paid scientists like that, we’d have cured cancer by now,” Lorna commented as 
they headed out of the Pink Pussycat Lounge. 
 



 
 

 
 
 

 
*********************************** 

 
 
Nick, Bettina and Buzz worked well into the night about what to do about the virus. For 
lack of another name, they started calling it the Mammoth virus, a practical, if not 
medical name.  
 
They helped the university make arrangements for cleanup and Nick and Bettina advised 
them on chemicals to use to disinfect the area, and how to get the bodies out safely. The 
CDC came with full HAZMAT suits for the latter part. However, before they removed 
the bodies or cleaned up all the blood, Nick wanted to get a sample of the virus from one 
of the dead. 
“Couldn’t we just get it from the frozen mammoth specimen?” Buzz asked, reasonably. 
“We could,” Bettina agreed. “It might be safer. That virus is frozen, and probably inert. It 
would be a much safer alternative,” Bettina argued.  
She knew what Nick wanted to do. He wanted a sample from one of the bodies in the 
labs. 
“It might work, but I think we would be able to get better results in analyzing it of we got 
an active sample. You can’t get much more active then getting a sample from one of 
those victims,” he explained. 
“Maybe so, but why take a chance? I mean this thing is very contagious, right?” Buzz felt 
the need to point out. 
“That’s just your fear talking,” Nick tried to reassure. 
“Yeah. And my fear is a big, obnoxious blabbermouth,” Buzz responded. 
“If I can go in there up on one of those medical tables,” Nick started to think of a plan, 
even if it was a bad one. “I can reach down from the table and grab it.” 
“If you don’t fall, or the table doesn’t tip under your weight,” Bettina cautioned. 
“I’ll do it,” Buzz offered. He swallowed hard at the thought of getting near those bloody 
corpses. “I’m light on my feet, and I have an idea about going in from above.” 
 
Buzz made his case over Nick’s objections. In the end, he won out, mostly because they 
really did not have a good alternative. Buzz had a rig that he used to use when painting 
houses. It was a wired rig that allowed him to dangle from a fixed point and lower 
himself down. “It came in handy trying to paint those corners of second-story houses,” 
Buzz explained as they had the university assemble a similar rig.  
“Are you sure about this?” Nick asked. 
“If it works right, I drop down, scoop up some blood with this extension” Buzz 
referenced a mocked up robotic hand the university lent him. It allowed him to reach 
down for the sample using the extension and not make contact with the blood.  
“I’ll never even have to touch the ground,” Buzz was confident. 
 
Buzz was brought in on a small forklift, raised into the air and then taken into the room 
with the dead lab assistants. He had only an oxygen mask for protection. Slowly, he was 
moved into a position over and above one of the bodies. Buzz began adjusting his height 
from the body using his wire rig, and when he felt he could use the extension, he held out 



 
 

 
 
 

the mechanical arm and lowered the sample collector at the other end down to the floor. 
The people watching went silent. One wrong move and Buzz could fall directly into the 
blood on the floor, catching the virus in minutes. The extended arm was almost at the 
blood when something in the rig vibrated, shifted and dropped Buzz about an inch. Buzz 
grabbed on to the wire itself, to steady his body from swinging too far. Nick and Bettina 
let out an audible gasp from their vantage point in the next room. Buzz held still for a 
minute, until he felt stabilized again, and then reached down. The mechanical arm dipped 
into the drying blood and scooped up a sample. Just as it looked like everything would go 
smoothly from this point on, the sample cup that was supposed to be fastened into the 
‘hand’ of the mechanical arm slipped out and stayed on the floor. 
“Damn,” Nick whispered from the next room. 
“We will have to send in a HAZMAT person,” Bettina said, resigned to the fact. 
“I got it,” Buzz called out from the rig. 
“Buzz, no!” Nick tried to dissuade his friend, but it was too late.  
Nick was the larger of the two friends, but Buzz was wiry and athletic. He unfastened 
himself from the wire rigging, over the vocal objections of the people in the next room, 
Nick and Bettina among them.  
Buzz looked over and asked one thing, “Quiet please,” and proceeded to fasten his ankle 
in the rig that held his torso before. When he was finished, his ankle and a few feet of 
wire were holding him over the floor and the sample cup. Buzz lowered himself slowly, 
head first, and then reached out with a gloved hand to get the cup. His foot was aching 
from his weight, so he gritted his teeth and continued on. In a few more seconds, he 
grabbed the cup with the deadly blood specimen and pulled himself back up. It was 
harder to get up than it was to go down, and the cup threatened to come loose from his 
waning grip several times. But he held on to it. Once in an upright position, he called out 
for the forklift to be removed and it was taken back out of the room. 
 
When he was free of the rig and turned the sample over to the HAZMAT team, he took 
off his gloves and oxygen mask. Nick came over and gave him a friendly hug.  
“You monkey! I didn’t think you could pull that off,” he said, patting his friend on the 
back. 
“Good work, Buzz,” Bettina said and gave Buzz a hug too. “You are a very brave man.” 
Buzz made a ‘wow’ expression to Nick as shapely Bettina hugged him. 
“I should get on a wire rig more often,” Buzz stated. 
 
The sample was exactly what they needed. An electron microscope was available from 
the university to see into the sample itself. 
“Why not just a regular microscope?” asked Buzz. 
“Electron microscopes allow a point-to-point resolutions of less than 0.2 nanometer,” 
Nick explained, “and they have one of the best here.” 
“It’s a electron-probe microanalyzer, which allows a chemical analysis of the 
composition of materials using an electron beam to create X-rays from the object to be 
scanned by a spectrometer,” Bettina expanded on Nick’s explanation. Nick looked at 
Bettina and smiled. They had so much in common. Bettina smiled back for an instant. 
That there was an attraction between them was undeniable. This time, however, Bettina 
was determined not to let her previous attractions get the best of her. She had time to 



 
 

 
 
 

reflect since her last encounter with Nick, and then Natassia. She understood herself 
better than anyone. It would be easy to let this situation take its course, and wait to see if 
Nick was as attracted to her as she was to him. Nick had eyes only for Natassia in that 
regard, however. Bettina understood that this time around. She reigned in her emotions. 
“Let’s get busy,” she suggested with a serious face. Nick saw her struggle in her actions. 
Bettina allowed warmth and eye contact one minute, then pure professionalism the next. 
He allowed himself to wonder what their relationship would be like if things were 
different. He quickly banished the thoughts to the back of his mind. 
 
“Now we can look at it and see the structure, but to make a comparative analysis or even 
a categorization we are going to need strong computing power,” Nick stated. 
“The university has a state-of-the-art Hewlett Packard mainframe computer here, for their 
science departments,” Bettina offered. 
“That’s good, but I think we are going to need true supercomputing if we intend to 
analyze this overnight. I only know of one source with that kind of computing,” Nick 
advised. 
Bettina recalled the odd robot in the back office, at Paranormal Investigations.  
“You mean that crazy android?” she asked. 
“Robot. And yes, he’s a tad off at times, but without his help we would not have solved 
that MRSA case last year. We need him,” Nick explained. 
 
Bettina was not impressed with her brief encounter with VINCE, but she trusted Nick 
knew what he was doing. Reaching an agreement, Nick, Buzz and Bettina took the 
sample and headed to the car. It was a three-hour drive to Greendale, and it was already 
late at night. They could arrive in the early morning. The three left Berkeley only after 
Bettina made arrangements with the Centers for Disease Control HAZMAT teams to 
clean up all infected areas at the university, and dispose of the mammoth sample. Science 
would have to wait until another time to investigate this particular mammoth. Perhaps it 
would surface again someday. Chances were, they knew, this would never happen and 
this mammoth was lost to history. 
 
 

 
*********************************** 

 
 
Buzz drove most of the way home overnight, so that Nick and Bettina could get a few 
hours sleep. Buzz was going to go home after they got back, and get some rest then. Nick 
would need to be sharp soon. 
 
When they finally arrived at Paranormal Investigations about four in the morning, the 
office was not empty. Natassia was waiting for them.  
“I got your phone message last night, so I decided to meet you here,” she explained as 
Bettina and Nick came inside. 
“Good,” Nick said with a smile. He walked over, hugged her, and made something of a 
display of it for anyone who might be watching. Bettina was watching, but she was not 



 
 

 
 
 

taken by surprise. She knew they had been together since her near run-in with Natassia 
last time.  
“Have you got it?” Natassia asked when Nick pulled away. 
“Yes, right here,” Nick answered as he pulled a small glass vial from an eyeglass 
container. “We should get this to Vince as soon as possible. Is he up and ready?” 
“He is up, I’m not sure about ready,” Natassia made a half-hearted attempt at humor, but 
neither of them felt light enough to be funny. 
Nick took the sample into the back office where Vince was permanently stationed. As 
Nick prepared Vince’s ‘hands’, the analyzing units, to accept the sample, Bettina and 
Natassia were left in the main office together. 
 
“The place looks good. You’ve done some work on it,” Bettina said simply. 
“A little paint, a few flowers and such,” Natassia started. It was still black as midnight 
outside, and the darkness forced them all to feel unusually weary. 
“I’ll make some coffee,” Natassia said and headed for the break room.  
“Let me help –“ Bettina started. 
“It’s not necessary, I just have to –“ Natassia began then stopped. She did not really want 
to talk to Bettina. They had not seen each other since their tussle over Nick last year, and 
there had been very hard feelings and harsh things said by both women, although 
Natassia felt justified. 
“I …I guess you could get the mugs,” Natassia tried hard to be civil. 
The two women worked together in awkward silence as Nick was in the back preparing 
Vince to analyze the blood sample. Bettina broke the silence. 
“There is something I want to say,” she said quickly. 
Natassia looked up and saw Bettina struggling to come to terms with something. For a 
moment she felt a twinge of regret that the two never worked out their issues. 
“It’s not important now,” she said. 
“For me it is. Please,” Bettina responded. 
Natassia simply nodded her assent.  
“What happened last time,” she began but thought better of phrasing it that way. “What I 
mean to say is, I was wrong,” she said suddenly. 
“Oh?” Natassia was curious to hear how she meant it. 
Bettina was clearly struggling to apologize to Natassia. It was not in her nature to take 
second place to anyone. When she felt attracted to Nick last year during the MRSA 
outbreak, she felt Nick returned the attraction. What she did not know was that he was 
with Natassia, and the two really were in love. Bettina had thought about what to say on 
the long drive to Greendale. She made up several things to say but in the end, she 
dismissed them all, one at a time. She had no planned apology; she just spoke. 
 
“I don’t apologize for being attracted to Nick when I first met him. He’s a remarkable 
man,” she started ungracefully. 
“I agree,” Natassia concurred coolly.  
“But I do apologize for how I acted when I came here and realized he was with you. I did 
not act…” she struggled for the words, “with dignity for myself or with grace towards 
you. For that I’m sorry.” 



 
 

 
 
 

Natassia was hearing something she certainly did not anticipate from Bettina Corrales. 
She had made up her mind about the woman, and her opinion of Bettina was not good. 
Now that Bettina was back in the picture, as a colleague, she knew how Nick must have 
felt when he buried the hatchet with Sean Williams, the FBI agent who was attracted to 
Natassia.  
“It’s okay,” she replied with a smile. “From what I remember, I wasn’t too gracious with 
my words. Let’s just put it behind us.” 
 “Thanks for letting me get that off of my chest. He is very much in love with you,” 
Bettina smiled back. She noticed a difference in Natassia that six months time could not 
explain. Natassia seemed older – not in age but in maturity – and something else: wiser 
and less insecure. She also appeared a more formidable opponent than the youthful girl 
she remembered. 
“You’ve changed…your look,” Bettina corrected herself and pointed to Natassia’s scar 
on her left forehead near her hairline. 
“You like it? I’m trying to start a trend,” she joked.  
“How did you get it?” Bettina asked, curious about the small scar. 
“It’s a long story,” Natassia answered. She was unsure she wanted to go into detail now. 
“Nick told me you fought off a beast-man when you were locked in a mansion with it?” 
Bettina responded for her. 
“Not that long of a story, I guess,” Natassia said. 
 
“We are ready,” came Nick’s voice from the back room. 
Natassia and Bettina walked into the Vince’s room. He was active and speaking with 
Nick. 
“Affirmation: Yes, Nick. The analysis will have to run for several hours to be 
conclusive.” 
Nick rubbed his chin. He was starting to get tired by this time. Waiting around for long 
was going to tax his ability to remain alert. 
“How many hours, Vince? Please be specific,” he asked. 
“Estimation: Seven, perhaps eight hours,” Vince responded in his mechanical voice. 
Nick looked up at Natassia and Bettina. “That will be around noon,” he spoke, his voice 
weary. “Maybe we should go get some rest now while he is running the tests. I could use 
some shut-eye,” Nick stated. 
“Request: Please leave me running and at full power. I’ll need all the time to analyze this 
sample,” Vince intoned. 
“We can always come back,” Natassia suggested. Nick looked very tired.  
“You – can stay on our couch,” Natassia offered Bettina, uncertain about the suggestion. 
“No, there is a hotel not too far away. I’ll meet you here at noon then,” she agreed. They 
called Bettina a cab and waited for it to come for her. When she got in and left, they had 
the first chance to be alone and talk since he returned.  
 
“How did your investigation into Kandy’s stalker go?” Nick questioned. 
“Let’s just say I’ll never be stripping again, and I may need some anger management,” 
Natassia said simply. She told him most of the calamity that was her first experience at 
exotic dancing. In the end, she managed to scare the man away. She left out certain 



 
 

 
 
 

details, like the part about stabbing the man’s hand with a pin. She did tell him that the 
crowd really seemed to like her stretching routine for some reason. 
“We could videotape you doing those stretches in that nude bikini and sell it. Jane Fonda 
made five million dollars doing the same thing,” Nick said. 
“Very funny. I don’t think it would compare to what’s on the internet today,” she 
countered 
“Maybe I can have a private show sometime,” Nick asked. 
“You get that every day for free,” Natassia teased. 
Neither of them mentioned Bettina, her time with Nick, or her apology to Natassia. It was 
not an issue for the couple any longer. 
 
 

*********************************** 
 
 
 
The four companions, plus Bettina Corrales, met up at the Paranormal Investigation 
office at noon that day. Nick, Buzz and Bettina managed to get a few hours sleep, and it 
helped, even if Nick wanted more. He was excited to see the results Vince had been 
working on all morning. He estimated Vince should be done right about now. 
 
As soon as they came into the office, however, Lorna noticed something was not right.  
“Did you leave the lights on out here when you left this morning?” she asked. 
“No, just in the back with Vince. We turned these off,” he said making a waving motion 
with his hands to indicate the overhead lights. 
 
The five stopped and looked around the office. Several desks were in disarray. A sound 
came from the back area. 
 
“Vince!” Nick shouted. He ran into the back room, Bettina and the others on his heels. 
 
When they came into the small office that served as Vince’s home, they saw the robot in 
tatters. His head, or what could be considered his head, was leaning back over the chair 
he was propped into. It was still attached to his metallic body, but barely. It had been 
beaten nearly off his body. A baseball bat lay on the floor nearby. 
 
Vince’s camera devices that served as his eyes flickered with crackles of electricity. He 
was making odd sounds and noises.  
“How bad is he?” Buzz asked with concern. 
Lorna came over and inspected Vince. She probed around his bashed head for a while, 
then looked up and spoke, “It’s bad. I might not be able to fix him.”  
“The sample?” asked Bettina. She was less concerned with the robot, something she had 
not grown attached to as the others had. She thought of the sample as the only true 
concern. 
“It’s missing from his input,” Nick stated, shocked. 



 
 

 
 
 

Just then Natassia came rushing into Vince’s room for the first time, she had been 
examining the front offices to see if anything was missing. When she saw Vince’s 
condition, her eyes went wide with alarm.  
“I heard a noise from the back storage area,” she managed to say before coming over to 
touch Vince, like a mother concerned for a child. 
“What kind of noise?” Buzz asked for clarification. Nick bolted to the back area without 
waiting to hear the answer. Bettina followed him. Natassia stayed with Lorna and Buzz, 
trying to help Vince in some way. 
 
Nick came to the storage area in the farthest recesses of the roomy back office area, and 
saw an open window. They never left any windows open in the city at night, especially 
not this one. He moved to the window, looked out and saw something dart around the 
corner and out of sight in the back alley. He crawled out the window after it.  
“Wait for me!” Bettina cried out. Nick did not wait. In fact, he did not hear her. Bettina 
took her high heels off, and then climbed out the window to follow. 
 
 
“Is he going to be okay?” Natassia asked Lorna. Lorna was the true expert on robotics, 
but it was Natassia who had formed the closest bond with the machine. She tended to 
think of him as almost human, despite his quirks and oddities. Her voice quavered with 
emotion. “Can you fix him?” she amended her query. 
“If I had access to more parts. These microchips and circuits were all made especially for 
VINCE,” Lorna explained. “Without them he may not function again, and I don’t think 
we can get parts since Vince’s creator is dead, and the company out of business,” Lorna 
talked as she continued her examination of the battered robot. Cybernetics, the original 
company that owned VINCE, had gone out of business as a direct result of being 
complicit in Akiko’s (a Japanese robot) abduction, and the friends of Paranormal 
Investigation’s involvement in exposing them. Without new parts, the prognosis for 
Vince looked bleak. 
 
 
Nick ran as fast as he could down the back alley. As he approached the end of the alley, 
which terminated in a dead end, he saw a man looking around desperately for a way out 
of the alley. He looked up and saw Nick running at him. 
 
“Stay where you are, mate,” he shouted, slowing Nick to a walk. “We don’t want 
anything to happen to this little vial, do we?” 
“Crayfish!” Nick recognized the man. He was the leader of a smuggling gang he and 
Natassia had a violent encounter with when they were investigating the “haunted” 
boathouse, last summer. 
“I’m flattered. You do remember me,” the Cockney replied coolly. 
“I wouldn’t be too flattered. Interpol and the FBI are looking for you for your criminal 
activities in the Caribbean, and here,” Nick replied. Even as he did, Crayfish, the street 
name of Crayton Fischer, held up the glass vial with the infected blood sample. 
“You keep edging forward, mate,” Crayfish threatened, “and this vial of death might just 
end up loose in your city.” 



 
 

 
 
 

Nick stopped moving forward. He was hoping Crayfish did not know what he had in his 
hands, and that he might be able to work out some arrangement to get it back. 
“Look, if you know what’s in that vial, you know how dangerous it is. We need it back. 
I’m willing to overlook this intrusion of yours,” Nick bluffed, “if you give it back to me 
now.” 
“That’s awfully generous of you,” Crayfish replied. “I’m not a fucking idiot, but maybe 
you are. This little vial is worth a million to someone you used to know.” 
“You are going to sell it to someone?” Nick said with astonishment. He did not 
understand why Crayfish took the deadly vial in the first place. He could not comprehend 
someone so evil as to sell something that could kill millions of people at random. 
“Who?” Nick asked, curious to know who would be insane enough to buy a deadly virus. 
“An old friend or technically, I guess a something more than a someone,” Crayfish was 
stalling for time. He had noticed a sewer grate below his feet, but he would need time to 
get it off. 
Bettina finally caught up with Nick as the conversation between Nick and Crayfish was 
going on. She did not know who the man was, or why he stole the vial of mammoth 
virus, but she heard enough to know the man was dangerous. 
“The CDC will pay you for that vial,” she said without knowing if they would. 
“I doubt a downsized, deregulated agency has a million to throw at every chemical or 
toxin that emerges,” Crayfish mocked. “Don’t you just love the Trickle Down theory?” 
he laughed. “God, you got to love the Americans’ love of money. They create agencies to 
help the little people then take the money away to spend on fighter planes, pointless 
invasions, and fucking millionaires.” 
Nick frowned at his logic, but he couldn’t deny what he said was true, if rather irrelevant 
to the moment. He kept edging toward Crayfish as he talked. Soon he would be close 
enough to make a lunge for him. It was a desperate idea, but he was feeling desperate. If 
someone really wanted that virus enough to pay a million dollars for it, they probably had 
some nefarious purpose. He had to stop Crayfish from delivering it. 
 
Crayfish was a canny foe, however. He noticed Nick continuing to move toward him, the 
woman not far behind. He hated to part with a million dollars, but he valued his own ass 
more than the money.  
“So much for quick money,” Crayton mumbled more to himself than to Nick or Bettina. 
Then he looked up and cocked his arm to throw. 
“You want it so bad, mate? Catch,” Crayton sneered as he threw the contaminated vial 
toward Nick’s head as hard as he could. 
 
 
 

*********************************** 
 
 
“Isn’t there anything you can do?” Natassia nearly pleaded with Lorna. “Is there some 
way to get the circuits from somewhere else?” 



 
 

 
 
 

Lorna looked at Natassia with a sad expression on her face. She tried to explain to 
Natassia several times before that they were specially made for Vince. Like Vince, the 
circuits were unique, one of a kind. 
Natassia felt her eyes well up with liquid. She had not cried much, at all, since her ordeal 
last October with the man-beast in the Nob Hill mansion. Now the tears came unabated to 
her eyes, flowing down her cheeks like rivers of pain, kept behind an emotional dam too 
long. She put her head into her hands and let it out. 
“It’s going to be all right,” Buzz comforted. He felt sad about Vince too. If there had been 
one person in the group of the companions of Paranormal Investigations who was not 
crazy about Vince, it was Buzz. From the very beginning he thought the robot too 
mentally unstable to be safely kept. He never imagined Vince eventually becoming like 
one of the family – but he had, even to Buzz. Now he tried to comfort Natassia. He did 
not really understand that her emotional outburst was a sum total of her hidden pain for 
months. This was the trigger. 
“I might be able to make his memory circuit work for a little longer,” Lorna offered. She 
felt helpless to do anything about Vince, and it made her feel guilty, a new emotion for 
Lorna. 
“Please,” Natassia managed to say through her tears. 
“It won’t last for long. Even his power supply has been damaged. I’ll try,” Lorna said. 
She reached down for a bag of tools nearby and set to work on the faltering robot’s head. 
It was about then that Buzz realized that they would never get the analysis results from 
the tests Vince was running on the sample. 
“Nick won’t be happy about losing Vince, or losing the analysis results,” Buzz 
commented. 
“Nick!” Natassia said loudly. The mention of his name woke her from her emotional 
state, and she ran to the back room to follow his trail. 
 
 
 

*********************************** 
 
Nick saw the vial leave Crayfish’s hand and sail through the air in slow motion. His 
adrenaline was pumping away, making everything else go fast, except that vial. It made 
the vial appear to be sailing through the air on a slow breeze. 
 
He knew he could not dodge out of the way in time. Nor did he want to let it drop on the 
ground to break, spilling the deadly pathogen into the modern world where it could not be 
controlled. Worse yet, Paranormal Investigations was in the heart for the small city of 
Greendale. If it got out and infected people here, it could spread anywhere. He prepared 
to do the only thing he could think to do: catch it without breaking it. Nick thought about 
catching it with his hands, congruently with moving his hands in a backward motion at 
the same speed as the vial, so as to prevent it from breaking. He reached up with his 
hands and placed them in front of his face, prepared to make this risky move, when 
someone pushed him hard. 
“Get out of the way!” Bettina Corrales’ voice came into his mind, breaking his 
concentration. 



 
 

 
 
 

She shoved him to the side, knocking him off balance, and as she did that, she stepped in 
front of him to deflect the deadly missile. Nick fell to the ground looking up to see 
Bettina step in the path of the projectile, and raise her hands in a last ditch effort to 
protect her face. 
“NO!” Nick shouted when he saw what was going to happen. He was too late to prevent 
it. 
The small, glass vial smashed into Bettina’s right hand and shattered into hundreds of 
tiny, bloody fragments – each one carrying the contagion. It broke across her hand, but 
the momentum carried the shards of broken glass and blood back into her face, covering 
her face with a dozen tiny cuts, and a face full of the mammoth virus. Nick rushed to get 
to his feet and help Bettina, but she sank to the ground from the impact and the surprise. 
Her face had specks of blood on it and some of got into her eyes as well.  
 
Bettina was a ‘la nina pequeno tigre’ or little tiger girl, or that was what her father called 
her when she was a child. Never content to finish second, or to sit back and let others take 
what could be hers alone, Bettina was fiery, competitive and at times, confrontational. It 
was the only way she knew how to be. She always liked the nickname, and she thought of 
it now. Bettina wondered what her father would have said about what she did just now.  
 
“Bettina!” Nick bellowed, breaking Bettina out of her memories, a place she retreated 
when things did not go as planned. This time, this was the result of her plan. She felt 
numb. She looked up and saw Nick reaching to help her up.  
 
“Stay away from me, Nick Reese!” She cried out in alarm. “Don’t touch me!” she 
bellowed at him. Her outcry and apparent anger shocked Nick into realizing that he had 
almost done just that – touch her. He reflexively pulled back his hand and then felt bad 
for doing it. “How can I help?” he said, a desperate feeling overcoming him. 
 
As this was going on, Crayfish saw another woman, the exotic-looking woman he 
recognized from the boathouse with Nick from months ago. She came into the back alley 
and stared ant Nick and Bettina, and the shattered, bloody vial. She stopped and stared at 
Bettina. Crayfish smiled. This would keep them all distracted long enough for him to 
make good his escape. He saw a metal rod lying in the alley not far from him. He picked 
it up and began using it to pry open the sewer grate to make his escape. 
 
Bettina also spotted Natassia come into the alley. She spoke directly to her. 
“Keep Nick away from me, Natassia. I’m probably infected now. Call the CDC 
HAZMAT team, they are probably just finishing up at Berkeley, and have them come 
here to …” she was unable to complete her sentence. 
Natassia moved to Nick’s side and moved him away from Bettina as she requested.  
“To do what?” Natassia asked Bettina. 
Bettina swallowed hard. She wanted to be the ‘la nina pequeno tigre’ again, to go out of 
this world bravely, as she imagined a tiger would.  
“To collect my body if … when I am dead,” she managed to get out before feeling 
emotions overcome her. A single tear came from her eye and ran down her cheek, but 
more did not follow it. She held tightly onto her ‘little tiger’ alter ego. 



 
 

 
 
 

 
“There has got to be something we can do,” Nick said, his voice a mix of passions: anger, 
fear and frustration. 
“You know there isn’t anything,” Bettina answered his question. “I appreciate your 
concern, but we both know how this has to end. Just make sure I’m the last one. Get this 
area cleaned up, after…” Then she thought of one last request as she saw the man that 
threw the infected vial at her disappear into a sewer opening twenty feet away. 
“If you want to do one thing for me, don’t let him get away with this,” she pleaded, 
pointing to the sewer opening as Crayfish disappeared into it. 
 
Nick came out of his shock with anger. He looked to the spot where he last saw Crayfish, 
and saw only an open sewer, the grating lying nearby. Without speaking, he got up, 
grabbed the metal rod Crayfish used to pry open the grate, and began to descend into it. 
He took one last look at Bettina, then Natassia. More than anything, he wished he had 
some wise words to impart: some medical wisdom, some curing instruction to give 
Natassia. He could think of nothing. He simply disappeared into the same opening. 
 
He went on blindly, following only distant sounds of splashing footfalls. Soon, he began 
to catch up to the criminal. He did not know what he was going to do if he caught up with  
Crayfish, but he did not plan any words. 
 
 
“Is there anything I can get for you?” Natassia asked. She did not know what else to do, 
what else to offer a dying woman.  
“A cure would be nice,” Bettina made an attempt at humor despite empty inside. “No, 
nothing.” 
“Bettina, I am so sorry,” Natassia offered. She had been crying over Vince’s demise 
moments ago, and for her own loss of her self-security, that was so damaged from her 
ordeal in the mansion four months earlier. The tears came easily to her face again. 
Bettina tried to be brave, but she was terrified. Natassia’s tears only made her own start. 
The two women sat, several feel apart, unable to touch.  
 
Just having someone near who was feeling the pain helped, Bettina thought. She knew 
right now if she were in Natassia’s position, she would be putting on her professional 
face, pretending her emotional side did not exist. She would be calling on el tigre. She 
probably would not be able to extend the same empathy to Natassia, as she was getting 
from her. She suddenly admired this woman crying for her. She was not pretending to be 
brave and strong, she was strong. The crying did not make her weak, as Bettina always 
assumed. 
“Thank you,” she said. “You and Nick are so right for each other. I don’t know how I 
was not able to see that before,” she admitted openly. The fear of death made el tigre 
brave with her words of honesty, too. 
“Please fight it Bettina. You might have a resistance,” Natassia said between bouts of 
sobbing. Waiting, watching for death to come and claim someone was harder than facing 
your own death, Natassia thought. She was not sure she could be as brave. 



 
 

 
 
 

Unconsciously, both women drew strength from each other – former enemies and 
competitors – now bound by the love and death. They sat, talking and waiting. 
 
Nick rounded a corner and saw Crayton Fischer, Crayfish, just ahead in an opening, an 
expanse of the sewer where he could almost stand up. Crayton had stopped to get 
something out of his shoe. He looked up and saw Nick standing over him, an intense look 
of hatred in his eyes. 
 
“Well, well, look who is here to play the hero for the fallen lady,” Crayfish bluffed. 
Bluffing was all he really had left. “I suppose you want to know why I did it.” 
“I’m not here to ask you why. I’m not here to understand your petty motives,” Nick 
replied without emotion. 
“Look, there must be something you want. Take me out of here – take me to jail, even, 
and I’ll tell you who hired me and how I knew you had the virus to begin with,” Crayton 
made a tempting offer. 
Nick was silent for a moment. He wanted that information, but the idea that Crayfish 
would still be a threat, that he might come back after them again someday, or harm 
Natassia the way he harmed Bettina, made him dismiss sympathy, or even justice.  
 
“You’d just lie to me anyway,” Nick stated. He raised the metal rod in the air and hit 
Crayton over the head with it – hard. Fischer tried to fight Nick off, but Nick was 
stronger and pissed off, perhaps more than he ever had been before. He kept hitting, and 
hitting until finally, Crayton was silent and still. 
 
 

*********************************** 
 
Bettina felt the world spin. She suddenly felt very hot. One side effect she did not expect 
was a mild euphoria.  
“I’m feeling rather high,” she said to Natassia.  
“What?” Natassia blinked in confusion. She did not expect to hear that. 
“Thank God for small favors,” Bettina said. As she finished the last sentence, she felt 
dripping on her arm. She was not aware it was her own blood coming from her nose and 
mouth until she reached up and felt the wet, warmth of her own blood. She looked at 
Natassia as if she was going to say one final thing, but the words never came. Bettina 
began bleeding profusely from her head, and from other areas not revealed.  
 
“Bettina!” Natassia cried out. Unable to stand still, she stood up and walked around in 
anguished circles, her hands in tight fists help up at shoulder height. She felt helpless as 
Bettina’s life force drained from her body in short order. Bettina Corrales, the la nina 
pequeno tigre, curled up in a ball on the ground and died. 
 
Nick emerged from the sewer opening just in time to see her fall over, and Natassia 
scream out of frustration. He rushed over to her and held her tightly, as she buried her 
face into his chest and cried. He was weeping too, but no one would see his turmoil. 
 



 
 

 
 
 

 
*********************************** 

 
 
Almost two hours later, Nick, Natassia, Buzz and Lorna were sitting in the office, 
drinking beverages, and trying to overcome their depression, fear and excitement. Nick 
told only Natassia what happened to Crayfish when he got to him, and even so, he did not 
tell her how violent the fight was. He simply implied that Crayfish had forced him to kill 
him, and left it at that. Natassia felt Nick was not telling her the whole story. She was not 
certain she wanted details. The look on Nick’s face, ever since the HAZMAT team 
carried away Bettina’s body a short time ago, was frightening. He was not angry any 
longer. In fact, she felt he displayed no emotion at all. Despite her misgivings, Nick was 
still loving and warm to her and to his friends. But Natassia wondered what toll was 
taken on his psyche in killing Crayfish. Her daydream was broken by Lorna’s words. 
 
“I have his processor and memory circuits on a battery cell. It will only last a short time,” 
she announced. “I’m hoping there is not too much damage. I think he will be able to 
communicate, for a few minutes.” 
Lorna had been working hard ever since they found Vince nearly destroyed, to restore his 
circuits to some manner of functionality. 
“We should go right away,” she prodded. 
The companions moved to the back office – what forever would be referred to by the 
companions as ‘Vince’s’ office – and waited for Lorna to turn the power on. 
 
“Query: Where am I?” Vince asked. In order for Lorna to get to his circuitry, and salvage 
them or make them operational, even if only for a short time, she had to remove his voice 
mechanism. Instead of speaking in his customary mechanical intonation, his thoughts 
were printed out on a computer monitor attached to his processor. 
“Can he hear us?” Nick asked Lorna. 
“Maybe. I’m not sure. Ask,” she responded. 
“Can you hear my voice, Vince?” Nick asked. 
The robot sent a response on the monitor. 
“Affirmation. Yes, I can hear you Nick. I cannot see anything. Do I remember being 
damaged?” 
“Yes,” Buzz answered. “Badly damaged. How do you feel?” he asked. He knew as soon 
as he asked it, the question was not germane to Vince’s programming 
“Explanation: I do not have feelings, Buzz. I thank you for inquiring about me. I am not 
certain I understand what happened. Is Natassia Sheperd here?” 
“Yes, she is here, Vince” Lorna replied for her. Natassia’s own words caught in her 
throat.  
 
Natassia had been the one who managed to form something of an emotional bond with 
the robot, even though it was Lorna who knew how to operate him. The two often sat 
talking in the off-hours after work. Nick would hear her answering all manner of 
questions he asked, about life and how things looked, smelled, tasted and felt. Vince had 
an artificial intelligence surpassed only by one other robot that the companions knew 



 
 

 
 
 

about: Akiko. But they weren’t sure Akiko was as curious about the world as their Vince. 
Over the months they had him, Natassia and Vince formed a close relationship. It was not 
surprising, therefore, that he asked for her. 
 
“Statement: I am experiencing a feeling of relief that you are here, Natassia Sheperd.” 
“Conjecture: I am not certain, but I think it is…pleasure.”  
“Request: I would like to hear your voice one last time,” Vince requested. 
“Do you understand what your functional condition is?” Natassia asked. Again, for the 
fourth time that evening, a tear formed in her eyes. She fought the urge to let it run. 
“Speculation: I am damaged beyond my own ability to diagnose.”  
“Recollection: I do remember my parts being damaged, one by one. I think I am dying,” 
Vince concluded. 
Buzz turned away from the rest of the group. He felt a wave of sentimentalism coming 
that he did not want the others to see. “I have something in my eye,” he mumbled in case 
anyone asked. He remained with his back turned. No one would have asked or teased 
him, because all of the companions, each in their own way, had unique experiences with 
Vince. They were all feeling the same way. 
 
Nick cleared his throat. He had to ask Vince this question. 
“Vince, did you complete your report of the sample we gave you to analyze?” Nick 
asked. Natassia looked at Nick harshly. She felt the question about business could wait 
and was a bit agitated that Nick asked about it now. Nick saw her look.  
“I have to ask about it,” Nick whispered into her ears. “There are a lot of other lives at 
stake,” he explained. 
Natassia knew he was right. She looked up at him, smiled a smile of apology and 
mouthed the words, “Sorry.” Then she spoke softly to him. 
“It’s been an emotional day,” she offered as explanation.  
“Affirmation: Yes, Nick. I finished it shortly before I sustained the first damage.”  
“Exposition: I did not have time to print off a report for you. I sent the file to your email 
account. I deduced you would be the first one to ask for it,” Vince typed. 
“Thank you, Vince. You’ve been so much help to us. I cannot thank you enough,” Nick 
replied. He suddenly felt the weight of the world on him. The virus was still out there, 
although contained. Bettina was dead, in response he took a life, and now Vince, their 
slightly off-balance supercomputer robot was also, in essence, dying. He dipped his head 
in sorrow. 
“Alarm: Natassia Sheperd?” 
“Yes, Vince. I’m here,” Natassia replied. 
“Hypothetical: Will I dream?” 
The tear in Natassia’s eye no longer listened to her will not to run, and it ran down her 
cheek. It was quickly followed by another, and then another. 
“Yes, Vince. I believe you will dream. I will miss you,” she responded in as soothing a 
voice as she could. She did not want the child-like emotions of Vince to sense her 
despair. 
“Termination: My systems are failing. I will miss all of you as well.” 
“Conjecture: Maybe I will dream of you.”  
“Observation: I am sensing another strong sensation. I do not know what it is.” 



 
 

 
 
 

The companions were silent. They were also sensing strong sensations. But one voice, the 
most unexpected one, summed up that sensation. 
“It’s love, Vince,” Lorna deduced. 
 
“I can see her…” Were Vince’s final words, and then his processor stopped. The 
companions found comfort in each other’s arms. Even Buzz and Lorna, fighting for days, 
hugged each other. Buzz later swore that he heard the sound of a female voice talking to 
Vince – and they were singing a song. 
 
 

*********************************** 
 

 
“Can we talk?” Buzz asked Lorna when they were alone together. It was not a talk with 
which Buzz was comfortable.  
“I guess,” Lorna replied. Despite their hugs and tears after Vince’s termination, they had 
not had the time to resolve their issues. Buzz decided now was the time. He was tired of 
trying to avoid it. 
“I heard what happened at the Pink Pussycat, with you, Natassia, and that woman,” Buzz 
spoke, avoiding Kandy’s name.  
“It sounds like you two handled things better than I did.” 
“Yes, well, Natassia did. I helped,” she offered. “You can say her name. We can’t talk 
things out unless we can say her name,” Lorna instructed. 
”Kandy,” Buzz stated. “Lorna, I’m sorry I got involved in her mess. I guess she flirted 
with me a little and I got carried away. Next thing you know I’m protecting her. I don’t 
know how it happened,” Buzz felt he was being an open book. 
“It happened because you feel she is attractive, apparently most men do, and when she 
asked for your help, you went crawling to her,” Lorna stated the facts. “Like a dog in 
heat,” she added as commentary. 
“I didn’t…It wasn’t…” Buzz could not seem to find the right words. 
“So you noticed another woman – a pretty woman. I understand that is going to happen. 
Big deal. What angers me is that you lied about it to me,” Lorna explained. 
 
“I didn’t lie!” Buzz protested. “I just avoided certain truths in order to manipulate you,” 
he reasoned.  
“That’s lying, Buzz,” Lorna defined it for him. 
Buzz took a deep sigh. He knew she was right. From the moment Kandy batted her eyes 
at him, heaved her bosom in his direction, and suggested she had a problem that only a 
manly man like Buzz could solve, he melted. In truth, he might find Kandy attractive in a 
certain way, “lusted in his heart” as Jimmy Carter once put it, he did not want a 
relationship with her. He was not in love with her at all. Just attraction. 
“She competed unfairly,” Buzz said instead. He probably should have said what he was 
thinking, but truth like that was hard for him to vocalize. 
“Oh, bullshit Buzz. If you aren’t going to admit you screwed up…” Lorna started but did 
not complete the threat. Buzz knew what was coming next. He took a preemptive strike 
to avoid the breakup. 



 
 

 
 
 

“Lorna, I am a screw up. If you haven’t noticed by now, I tend to screw up almost 
everything that comes my way. I gambled at the casino, and end up losing everything. I 
say the wrong thing at the right time. I say the right thing at the wrong time. I nearly get 
Nick in trouble as security guards. I helped Kandy because…because I was flattered that 
a girl like that asked me, ME, of all people, to help her. And I didn’t even like her that 
much. She was just…” Buzz ran out of words. 
“Sexy?” Lorna said.  
“Well, maybe she was hot,” Buzz admitted. 
“Hotter than I am,” Lorna finished.  
“It’s not that, baby. You are very sexy to me. I never wanted anyone else. Just that, well, 
she was new, different. I was overwhelmed. I didn’t really have a chance!” Buzz insisted. 
“I am a screw up. I’m probably going to screw up again, and maybe next month too. I am 
who I am, but I learned something this time. Something I did not even know was a fact 
until then,” Buzz explained. 
“I’m only in love with you. Every day we fight, I can’t sleep at night. I can’t eat. I can’t 
seem to get by even with the simple things – things I got by with before I met you – I 
can’t do without you now. I may be a screw up, but you are part of my heart now. If you 
want me to leave, I will give up. But I’ll keep loving you from a distance for a long, long 
time,” he said. Buzz was frustrated. He felt like he had just made a bigger fool out of 
himself than Lorna already thought he was. 
She threw her arms around him and hugged him. After a long extended kiss, Buzz asked 
a question. 
“Does this mean we are back together?” he asked.  
“Yes, idiot. However, this time I want the truth from you about everything. Especially if 
you screw up. We can work on getting you out of the screw ups if you are honest with 
me,” Lorna lectured.  
“Whatever you say,” replied a very relieved Buzz. He wasn’t sure what he said to win her 
back, he was just telling her how miserable he was without her. He was glad it was over. 
 

 
*********************************** 

 
 
 
When the four companions got together for the final time in the main office, it was late at 
night and pitch black outside. Nick called them all into the main office for a quick 
meeting. 
 
“I know it has been a very long day – for all of us. I won’t recount everything. There is 
no need. However, today I learned something that affects us all. I was thinking of keeping 
it a secret,” Nick paused, wondering if that might have been the better choice, and then 
thought better of it. He continued, “However, you all deserve to know. It was indirectly 
the cause of Bettina and Vince’s deaths.” 
 
He continued, “I’m not sure who or what it is yet, but we have an enemy,” Nick told 
them. The companions went silent. They exchanged glances, and concern was written on 



 
 

 
 
 

their faces. None were sure what tomorrow would bring, but they had to face the fact that 
someone or something wanted them dead. 
 
 
--/-- 
 
 
The End. – Until next month 
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